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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
The director of the foreign language department of the Anti-
Defamation League, Dr. JosephS. Lichten, recently submitted material 
for a report, entitled: 11New Developments of the Foreign Language Press . 11 
The opening statement of this report read as follo..,ls: 
11 There are approximately 1,000 f oreign language publications--
dailies, weeklies, monthlies-- published in the United States in )6 
languages "1hich serve 20,000,000 persons -v1ho de pend largely on the 
use of an alien tongue. 11 
The Franco Americans make up a considerable segment of t hese 
20 million persons scattered throughout the United States. It was 
during the golden era of Nev; France that the Canadians follov;ed their 
great leaders into the Northv1est Terri tory and settled in the Great Lakes 
region. Their descendants still inhabit that same territory, known today 
as the States of rfdchi gan, i'lisconsin and Illinois. Other Canadians 
trailed the D1Ibervilles to the mouth of the Vdssissippi and established 
a sizeable colony at Nouvelle Orleans. Still more Canadians accepted 
the offers of the northeastern industrialists and moved do\'m into Ne>·T 
England to work in factories and mills. 
Several of the latter groups populated t he industrial centers 
of Ne\'r England, and where the French-speaking population grew, nev1spapers 
sprttng up to assttme a leadership among the disorgani zed masses from the 
small villages of Quebec. 
Sucha ne\'ts paper was LE MESSAGER, a French language journal which 
11as established in Le1iiston, Maine ~ on i•iarch 2) , 1880. The first part 
of' this thesis vlill deal with the historical background of the small 
French weekly, and hO\v it grew in si ze and influence, from weekly to 
daily, ~mtil it became what it is today: the most influential French 
language ne\vspaper in the United States. This thesis will attempt to 
portray the various influences which LE HESSAGER has exerted upon the 
French-speaking settlers in southern central Maine. It will also deal 
with the personalities v1ho created LE NESSAGER, 'lvi th those who built it 
up into a. major factor \'lhich affected every Fra.nco American vri thin the 
area. and without, and ~tli th the present g roup of' persona.li ties 'lvho came 
to its rescue as the French press v1as recently threatened \'lith annihila-
t i on. This thesis 'l'l'ill also touch upon the advertising problem which 
LE IlliSSAGER faces. 
The second part of this thesis \'Till provide a. content analy sis 
of LE r,JE SSAGER over the period of one month. Such an analysis 'l'lill 
determine specifica lly and scientifically _;the type of nevrs 'l·rhich is 
given the most or the least coverage uithin the pages of the French 
newspaper. The news will be classified in various categories, as ;.rell 
as by locale. The ne"l'rs \'Till also be analyzed along the idea-event 
pattern, to determine precisely just how much of' the news story records 
an event, and how much of' the story produces and reflects thoughts and 
ideas. 
A less scientific method of content analysis will be used to 
determine the stand taken by the publishers of LE MESSAGER, from an 
editorial vie;.rpoint, on national and international affairs. 
The follO\dng chapter ;.lill delve into the history of' t h e French 
press in Lewiston, end into the major problems ''~hich the Franco A."'nericens 
faced as they arrived in this country, and hm'l LE I1ESSAGER assumed the 
role of leadership in helping to overcome these problems. 
CHA.Pl'ER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF LE l:tESSAGER 
Monsieur Montmarquet and Monsieur le docteur Martel hung up their 
shingle one early Spring morning in that year of 1880. People walking 
along Park Street in Lewiston on March 23 were attrafted by the bright 
new sign: "LE MESSAGERII. The word spread through the French populace 
that day ••• down Canal Street, along Lincoln Street, resounding in the 
npatch'' and echoing in ''le p 1 tit Canada" .•• "nous avons un journal franJais 
--sur la Park." 
On that day, Dr . Louis J. t.artel and Mr. J.D. Montmarquet founded 
MESSAGER, which today claims to be "le plus grand quotidien de l a 
langue fran_paise aux Etats-Unis " (the largest daily of the French 
language in the United States) . It also has the distinction of being 
e oldest surviving Franco American newspaper today. 
As manufactures s prung up along the banks of the Androscoggin 
in Lewiston, vast waves of immigration occurred to provide laborers for 
the managing of these new machines . Throughout the Province of Q.uebec, 
frunilies who could not coax enoueh fo od and products out of their farms 
to live adequately, gave up their ll terres" and beaded down into l:Iaine, 
in the industrial centers, answering the call of the machines. 
Lewiston was one of the major industrial centers in Maine, and 
t h e French Canadians came to form a colony of considerable size by 1880. 
They grouped together, united by their language, joined by the same 
religious faith, and arrayed by the same customs and traditions. 
LE f~AGER was founded with one basic mission in mind: to aid 
in the survival of the French populace. From the very beginning, it 
understood its purpose, although it treated it in entirely new ways 
during different eras. That same purpose was always its underlying 
characteristic. Doctor Mqrtel and Mr. Montmarquet were well aware 
of this when they created their humble Franco Ameri can weekly newspaper. 
At first, most of the French Canadian immigrants had no intention 
of making Lewiston their permanent home, but rather entertained the 
more colonial idea of acquiring a fortune and returning to their "terres 
or more comfortable homes in the Quebec villages, where they would 
spend the rest of their days in modest luxury. So LE IviESSAGER , going 
along with this idea of temporary colonization, printed only news 
which concerned Cqnada, keeping its readers in touch with their home-
land. 
Before long, however, the imigration movement acquired definite 
trends toward permanent settlement in Lewiston and Auburn, and the 
tone of LE MESSAGER changed radically. It now spoke of organization, 
of the education of the children, and more specifically, "du r~le que 
doivent jouer les Canadi ens sur la terre nouvelle.nl The two ma jor 
problems dealt with by the founders of the French press in Levnston 
concerned repatriation and naturalization. 
Fromthe French colonies scattered throughout the Twin Cities, 
there sprang l eaders, well informed and active, who took the fate 
of their fellow-countrymen to be art. These felt that the different 
groups should keep in close contact with each other. This sparked 
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off the birth of national clubs and societies, which included not 
only the Lewiston-Auburn area, but other c omrnuni ties where the French-
speaking people were abundant, such as Biddeford, Waterville, and 
Brunswick . 
During these fraternal assemblies, it was agreed that a news-
paper like LE ME3SAGER v,ras ardently needed if the French culture 
was to survive in M:aine . And since those early days, at every 
liCongres des Canadiens", the questi on of the French press has its 
place at the top of the agenda. 
Actually , the Franco American immigrants realized that if their 
venture wast o enjoy any degree of success, they needed a newspaper 
which would be their mouthpiece and express their ideas. They had 
no intention to overrun the government or inflict their ideas upon 
the Americans, but they did wish to cling to their faith, to their 
language, and to their French tradition. 
The l!"'rench newspaper's reason far' existence is summed up by 
r.1aximilienne Tetrault: 
Etant donne le caractere du peuple canadien et ses aspirations, 
la raison d'etre des journaux etait tout indiquee. D'abord, 
conserver la langue et la religion qui, elle sauront bien 
conserver tout ce qui fait la civilisation et la culture 
fran9aises.2 
For the Franco American immigrant, his religion and his 
language were one and the same question, although twofold in 
appearance. They soon found out that the irrnnigrants wh o turned 
away from their language risked losing their religion as well. And 
it was in this instance that the newspapers were called upon to 
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crusade in the name of the l anguage and of the religion . 
Arriving from Canada , the Canadians found themselves embarking 
upon an entirely different phase of life. For the most part, ~hey 
were i gnorant of .1-\me rican customs and habits . What was very i mportant 
a t the time of the exodus was to ease the d iscomfort caused by such 
an abrupt change . The ir newspapers help ed i n this r;ray : 
Habitues aux l arges horizons et a l' a ir pur des terres aux 
Canada, et, sans transition, devenues prisonniers pendant douz e 
et qua torze heLITeS par jours dans de s usines OU 1 1a ir eta it 
vicie et l e bruit un vacarme organi se, le journal eta it de 
y remiere necessite' pour ces gens-la . Il representait le bon 
I\ / ' ~ • , -z. 
s ens mele a la poes~e au clocher.~ 
set about to explain the .n111erican way of lif e. 
It d iscuss ed many different questions wh ich carne to constitute a 
basic education, essentially of a Franco '· rr.erican nature. This was 
the education vJhich converted t he Canadian into a Franco ,",rnerican, 
into a citizen of the United St a tes. 'l'he :9aper reminded h i n of h i s 
far mer ties i vi th Canada , but stressed the need for hi s loya l ty to 
;Jerica. The r.-tl.lJer encouraged the Lewiston youths in their studi es, 
and urged the parents to send the ir children t o s ch ool . It kept 
stressinG L1e f a ct that i n or der to t a lce an act ive part in loca l 
affa i rs , the i mm.igr a nt a n d h i s r rog eny r:mst have school ins . 
w LJ!;.Si:l; GliR stressed the necessity for natura liza tion, on d 
encoura.::; ed the participa tioll in the J.I .. merican actlvit i es and in 
politics . It paved the v-my for the newcomers, indicating the pit-
falls which were to be avoided . Perhaps ·without even being avmre 
of it, LE hillSS.4GER initiated its readers to a new vvay of li fe in 
their adopted l and. 
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Il est assez claire que ce que fait la presse ~trangere, que 
les re'dacteurs le veiuil1ent ou non, est de faciliter l'adapta-
tion de l'etranger a son milieu americain, une adaptation qui 
arrive a quelque chose qui n'est pas americain, du moin selon 
les donnees d'une epoque plus ancienne, mais qui n'est pas etran-
gere non plus selon les donnees europeennes d 1 aujourd 1 hui.~ 
To satisfy a legitimate curiosity on the part of the i mmigrants, 
the paper attracted its circulation by printing news of their com.-
patriots who lived in other Franco American centers, s.nd a lso news 
of their friends and relatives who had remained in Canada. It is a 
knovm fact that the immigrant actually reads much more as he arrives 
in this country than he did in his own 11ative land. Other than his 
desire to g et news of his p eople, he also ·wants to get ac quainted 
with the rules and conditions governing his work . 
The Canadians on both sides of the border thus found a more 
active interest in reading their newspap ers after the migration, and 
the i mmigrants displayed a closer attacb.Jrent to their former province . 
This was a natural feeling. 
Then the editor set about to acquaint the inhabitants of one 
center with the people in other Franco American centers. He found 
that the most effective way to do this was to edit local news of each 
center . In this way, everybody was informed of the affairs and achieve 
ments of the Franco Americans in other centers of New England. For 
exmaple, if in one locale there were special conferences· organized , 
LE illESSAGER would be happy to publicize the fact, mainly because it 
was so ardently preaching such intellectual and social a ctivity 
within Franco .Araerican groups . These local new·s played a very impor-
tant part in the early editions of LE 11ESSAGER, and they still do. 
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I 
II 
They brought: 
les JOleS et les douleurs des a ut r es; renda ient en quelque 
sorte les freres presents a leurs fr~res, les unissait etroite-
ment, leur inspirai t force, courage , c onfiance .5 
a newspaper of the French languag e in the United 
Sta tes, was a very important factor, perhaps the greatest f a ctor, in 
the evolution of the Canadian people in southern central l'.~aine. It 
wa s by this newsp aper tha t the Canadian gradually learned the America n 
way of life, the l aws , the governnent, the elections, the t axes, the 
various organizations, in short , a complete insight into a nevv and 
different culture. The newspaper discussed all of these questions 
and thus opened new doors to the Canadian landholder transplanted into 
an industrial nation. 
The d a y soon arrived when tre Canadial'l immigrants formed a 
considerable number in the Le"'Niston area. They had been in this 
country for quite s arne time, a nd a grea t nur!lber of them ha d a c quired 
property . The time had come to play a part in tre affa irs of the 
state. LE M:ESSAGER l aunched into a campaign for naturalization and 
for a vivid interest in American c ivicism . It echoed the i dea s which 
ha d b een fostered by L'ETEtiDARD NATIONAL, the French newspaper i n 
~~ ore ester, a few years previously: 
Pourf a ire partie integrante du pays qui nous donne 1 1hospitalite 
nous faire marcher de pair avec les nationalites etrangeres qui 
nous entourent , ameliorer notre situation presente et assurer 
notre avenir, il est urgent de devenir, par la naturalisation, 
citoyen du pays que nous avons choisi pour notre pays d'adoption.6 
Judging from the results obtained, tl:!e French press was certa inly 
successful in its active participation in the evolution of the 
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Canadian immigrant s in the Lewiston area. It orientated the people 
in the voice of naturalizati on, which was indeed the bottom rung of 
the l adder which climbed to tbe realization of the development of a 
Franco Amer ican culture. 
If LE I'. JlSSAG:ER had but one mission--the surviva l of the French 
language--it would have dealt with all of the other points v,rhich 
concern the survival of French in Maine or which encompass that 
specific question, as there i s none quite so important . The language 
is the point of departure, as it is by our language that we preserve 
our religion ani our tradit ion. LE MESS.; GER has constantly harped 
on that point, that t be Franco .Ar!l3 ricans must :preserve their language 
in order to maintain t beir churches , their schools, t h eir clubs, and 
their newspapers. It warns: 
Travaillons s ans cesse a l 'epur ation de notre langue; corrigeons 
nos fautes de l angage; attention aux anglicismes; parlons frany ai s 
dans l a fmnille et entre amis t7 
In keeping with this plan, the paper has encouraged the use of 
French by promoting elocution contests and essays in tbe schools . It 
has also replied to the cla ssic a ccusation: liCe n'est pas du fran_s: a is 
que vous parlez, mais du patois." It is a well known fact that the 
Canadian habitant possesses the l anguage of l Bth century France . It 
is this l anguag e that t h e i mmigrants brought with them . In this 
country, the l anguage under went cert ain changes , not in the pronuncia-
ti on of the rords, but in the vocabulary itself . The landholder 
possessed an agrari an vocabulary . lJhen he was faced with all kinds 
of mach inery which bore English names only, he pronounced t hese nrunes 
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with a French consonance. 
After doing some extensive research on the Franco American 
press in New England, :Haxil11.ilienne Tetrault concluded that: 
Il ne faudrait pas mesestimer ce que les journaux franco-
americains on fait pour la survivance et la conservation de la 
langue, car ..• nous crayons fermement que la presse a eu une 
influence qulon ne peut mesurer. 8 
It would be hard to define that influence, a s I have explained 
above that the Franco American pres s, or more specifically LE l<IESSAGER , 
has always been tied in very closely with the church and the parochial 
school in defending the same cause. It only holds that the results 
which were obtained belong to all the factors as a group, and not only 
to the factor ar journalism. Actually, these three factors are 
considered as one single influence. A conclusion that c a n be dra•vn, 
however, is that the press was the mirror of the groups which it 
represented, and by studying the press we can a scertain that the 
Franco Americans always t oolc an active interest in their maternal 
language. 
The Franco American story is related daily in LE MJ~SAGER. As 
long as there is a story to relate, there will be journalists to let 
it be known in the French language. The newspaper is necessary, as: 
si l'histoire des Fra~ais, residents sur le sol de l'Arneri que 
du Nord, avant la conqu~te anglaise et celles du groupe de leurs 
descendants, Canadien-Franyais emigres depuis la fondation de 
la Republique des Etats-Unis , est connue, il doit etre dit a 
son eloge que la presse de la langue fran9aise a ete l'instrunlent 
necessaire au groupernent prodigieux de cette partie de la 
Nouvelle-Angleterre . 9 
LE MESSAG:ER reported t.l::e activities of the immigrants, and at 
the same time advised them along specific lines. It helped the 
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Franco .l\..mericans to find each other, despite tbe distances which 
separated them, to appraise each other, and to note the progress 
which continually came about. It was this newspaper which, by its 
initiative, helped t J:e Canadians in the Lewiston area to see the 
benefits and usefulness which they could enjoy by becoming citizens 
in the country in which they lived. It gave its readers an insight 
into tl::e .American culture, and at the same time encouraged them to 
preserve their panguage and their faith. 
Un peuple unifie par la langue, scelle par la meme foi 
religieuse, revetu des memes coutumes et traditions, ne peut ni 
se perdre, ni se fondre, ni se ct..anger.lO 
LE ]iHSS.AGER also preached concord a rrl harmony with compatriots 
and fellow-citizens. It reminded them that by helping each other, 
they would contribute to the advancement of the Franco .American group 
which would, in turn, aid more effectively to the development of their 
country. More stress is laid upon the spirit of unity by li'Ir . Lussier 
of I-~ JUSTICE of Holyoke: 
Grace a lui {esprit d'union) et a nos tendances ataviQues 
naturelles, et aussi au travail bien dirige de notre clerge, de 
nos societes et de notre presse, la race se maintiendra intacte 
en Nouvelle-.Angleterre .11 
There was a t ime wl:e n the Canadian immigrants were rltrembling, II 
as IiJ.r. Belisle, historian of the Franco .American press puts it, "upon 
the abyss of assi..milation.ll Their struggle to preserve their language 
agau1st the invasion of English idioms and English words was at that 
time threatened by the Catholic clergy. During the period that 
Cardinal {at that time Bishop) O'Connell was located at Portland, 
LE MESSAGER assailed the bishop 1.vi th great violence, it appears, in 
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its struggle to naintain the rigl:rts of the French language in the 
churches and in the parochial schools. 
Nr. Belisle, in a work published in 1911, relates that: 
Under the present bishop, Monseigneur Walsh, nominated 1907, 
the tone of LE ME3SAGER has somewhat moderated. But it has not 
surrendered, and still it continues the battle for the rights 
of t re French language in the Church, in the schools--because 
it must be admitted that tm acts of Monseigneur ·walsh have 
somewhat exasperated our fellow-countrymen in i":laine--and even 
today it seems that religious peace in the diocese of Portland 
is still far from being re-established. As long as the subtle 
machinations of the higher Irish clergy continue, Rome will be 
in a state of ignorance with regard to tm actual condition of 
t..ll e French Canadians in tbe United States; and as long as dioceses, 
where ours are in till ma jority or wrere they form a considerable 
part of the population, shall continue to be occupi:ed by French-
hating bishops, it seems indeed that the complete re-establishment 
of peace must be adjourned indefinitely.l2 
The following chapter will deal with the personalities who were 
connected with the Franco American newspaper, its recent threat of 
annihilation , and the advertising problem in competition with the 
LET;liSTON SUN & JOURNAL. 
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CHAPI'ER II I 
THE MANAGEMNJT .AND PROBLEMS OF LE 11E3SAGER 
For four years, LE l•ilESSAGER ran under the able direction of 
Mr. Montmarq_uet and Doctor Martel. The French weekly enjoyed vast 
readership within the Franco Junerican groups scattered about the 
twin communities of Lewiston and Auburn. Its influence, however, 
was not restricted to this area, as various issues found their way 
as far north as Vlaterville and Winslow, dmvn through the industrial 
sections of Biddeford and Saco, and across the state line into Berlin, 
Mew Hampshire. 
In 188l.J., }i.Tr. J.D. Montmarq_uet withdrew from the enterprise. 
Doctor Martel took on three associates: Eusebe Provost, J.N . L'Heureux, 
and Doctor Vannier • In 1891, LE :MESSAGER became bi-weekly and was 
established in collaboration with Doctor L.E.N. Natte and F.X. Belleau. 
After Doctor Martel's death, on February 28, 1899, Mr. Jean B. Couture 
bought LE MESSAGER. The French newspaper flourished in the Couture 
family until 1950 when it was sold to a corporation . 
In the prime of his career, I~. Couture was considered as: 
not only one of Maine 1 s most prominent Franco .American citizens , 
but, as editor of LE MESSAGER, second to none of his race in the 
molding of public opinion among the French reading people of 
New England .13 
Mr. Couture learned the trade of printer in the office of 
L'EVE!\TEMENT, a daily Quebec newspaper. He worked there for five 
years, then came to Lewiston in 1886, securing employment in the 
!I 
office of LE MESSAGJffi. Then, thirteen years later, he bought out the 
business . In 1906, he published the paper three times a week. 
Belisle, the historian, refers to the character of the paper at this 
time as being <tplutot li tteraire en rend la lecture agreable et 
interessante.ul4 
In 1909, l'h'. Couture removed t h9 plant to more advantageous 
quarters on Lisbon Street, occupying a spacious building which he 
purcha sed the same year • moder n end finel y equipped job printing 
plant vva.s added. Progressive in thought and action, Th!r. Couture was 
regarded as one of the ablest Franco f~erican editorial writers in 
this section of the country, "wielding a trenchent pen in the interests 
of his race and decidedly independent politically. ul5 Through his 
business acl.Lrn.en and personal enterprise, he developed LE .MESSAGER 
into an important influence and gained for it financial success and 
an extensive circulation. On January 8, 1934, LE l100SAGER became a 
daily newspaper. 
In the 1940 1 s, the Couture heirs shifted tbeir interest from 
journalism to radio work. In 1942, Hr. Faust Couture operated the 
first radio station in the Lewiston-Auburn area. The offices of 
WCOU were established in the upper floors of LE HE3SAGER plant. He 
built another Yankee network station in Augusta a few years later --
11FAU. And today he operates three radio stations. 
From lack of manag erial attention, LE MESSAGER started on the 
downgrade in the l9.te 1940's. The Coutures found themselves v~ithout 
sufficient capital strength to oontinue in the publication with any 
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amount of financial success. Hany Franco .Americans predicted the 
end for LE 1tESSAGER. Readership was dropping off. The cut in 
circulation was followed by a cut in advertising . The once-proud 
newspaper which had played such an important role in building up the 
influential Franco .A.roorican lelement in ~:1ai ne and New England was 
being deserted from all sides by those whom it had instructed, sup-
ported, and defended in the past . Like an old shoe, it had served 
its purpose and was about to be cast away. 
However, it was not everybody in Lewiston and Auburn who shared 
this tang of indifference and ingratitude. In late 1950, a large 
number of p ronunent Franco .~ericans assembled in a local hall and 
discussed means of preventing the passing away of their newspaper. 
A corporation was formed vd th the intent of buying out LE Ml!SSAGER , 
and scores of i ndividuals pledged definite sums of money as stock-
holders in LE M.ESSAGER PUBLISHING CORPORATION. The assembly elected 
fifteen directors in the corporation. As president , they elected 
l'lir . Edward J. Beauchamp, a prominent lawyer and County Attorney. 
:rvrr . Guy P . Ladouceur, another major stockholder was maintained as 
able editor of LE ME3SAGER. Mr. Donat F . Fortin accepted the position 
of Chairman of the Stock-selling Corruni ttee . These three are locally 
recognized as being among the most brilliant and influential Franco 
Americans of Lewiston in this generation . Under such able guidance, 
LE IvlESSAGER is now starting a second climb in its career, and it is 
the hope of over 150 of its stockholders and its thousands of readers 
that this climb may attain even greater heights than the peak of its 
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first climb to success. 
After the sale was transacted, and LE JJ1E3SAGER rocked with a 
new splurge of activity, there appeared an editorial which clearly 
states the rejuvenated aims of the paper: 
Once upon a time, there was an oldwoman over 70 years old, 
who was preparing for her death. She had enjoyed a long and full 
life, she had seen many of her dreams come true, yet despite all 
of her good intent ions, old age was c laiming its due • ].foreover, 
she suffered under financial strain which did not lend to lighten 
her 70 long years. 
One day stricken by a serious disease, she hovered on the 
abyss of death, but her kind neighbors rushed to help her. The 
doctor injected her with a miracle drug which restored her over-
night. Her kind neighbors assumed all of her financial respnnsi-
bili ties, and t bat helped to take years off her life. We are 
told that she will make her first appearance since her recovery 
pretty soon now, and we can tell you that you will not reognize 
her. 
The old woman in q_uestion, dear readers, is LE Jllli'SSAGER. Soon 
now, your French laneuage n~Ispaper will appear in a new format, 
revived and vigorous, bursting with energy, totally different 
from LE liiE3SAGER which you have previously knovm. It will undergo 
radical changes in its new format, and we will strive to make it 
a better newspaper, and entirely new paper •.• 16 
Afewweeks later, the editorial made good its promise. On 
March 5, 1951, LE M:ESSAGER appeared in its new format, an attractive 
tabloid. As reasons for the change, the editor quoted the consensus 
that the paper, being more compact was easier to read. He neglected 
to reveal the underlying f actor for the remodeling, however, -- the 
advertising factor. Having been reduced to half of its original size, 
an entire page at a rea sonable rate would make an attractive offer 
to the advertiser who would like his ad to dominate the entire spread 
and yet could not afford t be orig inal-sized page. 
The first attempt to sell stock of LE M:ESSAGER PUBLISHllJG 
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CO l~TY in late 1950 was not very successful. The subscription 
certificate read as follows : 
Lewiston, .~a ine November 27, 1950 
1Jhereas I realize the necessity of maintaining an industry 
to the City of Levnston-Auburn in order to continue its pros-
perity and build a larger city; 
\~ereas I realize that financial assistance is necessary to 
purchase and maintain LE l'!ESSAGER as a going organization in 
the City of Lewiston-Auburn; 
I, for valuable consideration and acknowledgement being hereby 
made, hereby agree to pay to the committee comprising of l!Ir. 
Joseph Poliquin, Attorney Fernand Despins and/or E .J. Beauchamp 
tbe amount of to be paid to the said committee on or 
before the 15th day of December, 1950, in escrow for the purchase 
of 3tfo cwnulative preferred stoclc in LE MESS GER Inc., and in the 
event of death of the subscriber, the subscription hereby made 
by him shall be void at the date af death. 
Witness on the 27th day of November 1950 
The prospective subscribers especially did not like the phrase 
"and in the event of death of the subscriber, the subscription hereby 
made by him shall be void at the date of death." Son in J anuary 1951, 
a new form of subscription to the stock was adopted which proved far 
more successful. It read: 
UHEREAS the present owners and proprietors of Le Massager 
Publishing Company, of Lewiston, Maine, are desirous and willing 
to sell the publishing and printing business now operated by the 
said Le Massager Publishing Company; and 
i.JHEREAS it is proposed to reorganize the said corporation wi th 
a capital stock of One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars, divided 
into 500 shares of Common Stock of the par value of One Hundred 
($100) Dollars each, and 500 shares of Cumulative Preferred Stock 
of t m par value of One Hundred ( $100) Dollars each with guaran-
teed 3ff/o dividend for each year; it being understood that the 
voting power at all stockholders' meetings shall be lodged in 
the holders of the Common Stock; and 
VV.HEREAS , Joseph A. Poliquin, of Lewiston, Maine, has been 
designated as Trustee, for the purpose of receiving and holding 
all moneys subscribed for the purchase of stock in said reorganized 
corporation, to be held in escrow at the l anufacturers Nationa l 
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Bank of Lewiston until the necessary amount of money to effectuate 
and perfect the sale and purchase of the said publishing and 
printing business of the Le l.Iessager Publishing Company has been 
received and paid in; 
NOW THEREFORE, I, (We), the undersigned, hereby subscribe for 
and purchase the following designated amount of shares of the 
Common Stock and/or Preferred Stock of the reorganized Le Messager 
Publishing Company, as follows: 
•..•...... shares of Common Stock, par value $100 each 
•••••••••• shares of Cumulative 3t% Preferred Stock , par value $100 
each at and for the price of $ 
for which amount I (We) herewith deposit a check to the order of 
JOSeph A. PoliQuin, Trustee . Delivery of the certificate or 
certificates of shares hereinabove purchased is to be made upon 
the completion of the sale and purchase of the said publishing and 
printing business of Le r:Iessager Publ i shing Company and the neces-
sary reorganization of said corporation. 
If the amount required for the sale and purchase of the publish-
ing and printing business of Le Messager Publishing Company is not 
obtained, received and paid in to the said JOSeph A. Poliquin, 
Trustee, vVithin the time specified by the present owners and 
proprietors for the completion of the sale and purchase of said 
publishing and printing business, then and in that event the 
said Trustee shall return t o me (us) the full amount which I (we) 
have herevvi.t h deposited with him, without deductions or charges 
of any kind . 
Dated this day of January, 1951 
Less than eight weeks later, the number of subscribers was 
over 150 . The list of stockholders was given a four-colu.rnn spread 
on the front page of LE l :IESSAGBR every day, with the nevv names extend-
ing its length at every issue. 
The management then stirred up promotions to multiply the 
circulation. Special prizes and awards were offered to individuals 
selling a definite amount of newspaper subscriptions . The objective 
here was to increase its circulation of about ~,000 to more than 
5,000 and then join the Audit Bureau of Circulations. Once a member 
of the ABC, LE J:dES,:;,AGER could more successfully go after national 
advertising . The national advertiser will consider more readily 
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a member of the circulation ae;ency upon selecting a media to advertize 
its product. 
Local advertising naturally makes up the bulk of advertising 
space in most newspapers, and especially in a foreign language press 
such a s LE BESSAGER. In discussin g the immigrant press and its 
control, Robert Parks stresses tbe fact that: 
The immigrant press is part of the i :unnigrant community. It 
therefore becomes the advertising medium not only for all the 
local dealers in the community, but for the foreign l anguage 
bookstore , bank, theater . .. as well as for the professions, the 
l awyers and physicians, of the c ormnuni ty .17 
The Llli'ITSTON SU1J & JOURNAL, the competing morning and evening 
English language newspaper, ha s a circulation of nearly 10 times that 
of LE MESSAG:ER , but the directors of the French daily argue tha t their 
prospective consumers compare favorably with those of the English 
newspaper. Most of the Su"'N & JOURNAL subscribers are located outside 
the city limits , and even beyond the county limits. These subscribers 
who read the Le;viston-Auburn ads can hardly be considered as prospec-
ti ve buyers . 
Ano·ther point which the French publishers argue with reason 
is that the French paper , per subscri ber, has more readers statis-
tically, than the English paper , per subscriber, due to the larger 
number of children in the French f amily over the English family in 
that community . Thus it follows that a single copy of LE ME3SAGER 
HAS a larger number of prospective readers and consumers than have 
the SUN 8~ JOURNAL . 
Before a U .S. Senate Subcommittee on the Judiciary , Percy 
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Andrae defended the foreign press and encouraged a dvertising within 
its pages. He cited \'ibat he believed to be the stauchest friends 
that industry possesses in this country: 
'I'hey are the millions and millions of falsely described foreign 
citizens, to wh om America in reality owes so much of her greatness 
today as she does t o the descendants of her original settlers, and 
c ertainly a goodly portion of her enlightenment and her i ntellec-
tual supremacy ••• l'lliat keeps these ideals , tha t love of liberty, 
that independent spirit , and t :ta t hatred of hypocritical pretense , 
alive in these people? One thing and one thing only: the l anguage 
in v;rhich they learned to formula te their views of li fe and their 
i deals of manhood and citizenship . What is the main i nfluence 
tha t keeps that language alive in this country, and transmits it 
from generation to g eneration? It is the foreign press . Gentle-
men , I tell you that the death of every foreign newspaper in 
this country, with few solitary exceptions, means the removal of 
a stone in the f oundation up on which our industry is ba sed . .And 
how many of them are gradually going under, not for lack of 
readers, but for l a ck o f those means which every newspaper 
requires in order to maintain a nd increa se its circulat ion 
the income from its a dvertising columns? Don't starve the foreign 
press, but feed it, hel p it, support it, wherever you find it and 
hov;ever small you find it, to the very utmost limit of your means 
and powers.lS 
_ nd as ~~drae l a ter points out, there is no question of sacri-
fice in :pl a cing advert isements in the f oreign language nev1spapers. 
Advertising is :pai d for in exa ct proportion to the circulation of 
the a dvertising medium . In t be ca se of Lewiston and Auburn, when 
an advertiser places an ad in the English paper, he reaches a readi:ng 
public of which probably less than 50 percent are ever likely to 
respond to the advertisemEnt. When he advertises in LE l'i:ESSAGER 
(only 1/5 of its circula tion is out side the Lewiston-Auburn 10-mile 
area), he reaches a readill..g public of which nearly SO percent are 
likely purchasers of h is product. In one case he g et s 50 cents on 
the dollar invested as a return, and in the other he gets SO cents. 
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And to these figures , add the nwnber of potentia l readers of a 
single copy of the French raper over the English paper, and the 
advertiser is faced with the Question of a better business proposition 
rather than the quest ion of sacrifice. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE ROLE OF LE MESSAGER 
r1e have seen what part LE l:IE3SAGER and the French press has 
played in the irrll1ligration of the Canadians in New England, and 
particularly in southern central Maine, how it was a dominating 
influence in the naturalization of the J!"'ranco .Americans, and how it 
directed them in their work, in their activities, in politics, and 
initiated them. in the Arneri can way of life. Basically, LE HESSAGJ!R 
plays the same role today, but a modern version of it. 
Today, as in the past, the press has its place among the four 
bulwarks striving for the survival of Franco Americanism . The three 
other forces are the parish, the school, and the society. There 
are many organized gr·oups workirg for and supporting these three 
structures, but the press is left ·without any organized support. 
Yet it is the press which leads the battle for defending the 
rights of the people it represents. It is the press which supports 
their activities . It is the press which publishes, in great detail, 
their least acts and accomplishments . It is the )ll:'ess which publi-
cizes the worth of the racial group to all. 
Human institutions are set up to serve the needs of men. If 
one of these institutions ceases to change or adapt itself to the 
different needs of a new generation , tlmt institution is doomed to 
a certain death. The Franco American press is now going through a 
crisis. It will survive it only if it awakens to the evolution of 
the Franco American people, to its cultural and religious aspirations. 
In order to fulfill the t ask of answering to the wants of the people, 
LE IV.iESSAGER must again don the cloak of journalism of purpose. 
LE MESSA_GER must take the role of guiding public opinion and 
of defending social welfare, which bear directly upon the Franco 
.A.Irericans ·who are constantly shuffled and intermingled with the 
English s p eaking population . It is necessary to integrate the French 
and catholic culture in the vast melting pot which envelops the 
Am3rican way of life. 
Rev . Francois Drouin, spiritual leader of the Franco Americans 
in the Lewiston-Auburn area, urges the French press to uncover the 
Christian origins in our Republic: 
Notre journalisme de langue franJaise ne peut laisser les 
notres ignorer les origines chretiennes de republi~ue . En 
toute serenite, a temps et contretemps il doit precber l a doctrine 
de la DEPENDANCE DI"iliNE ~ue contient la decla ration d 'INDEP:El.J1JANCE 
1UtERICAINE. Le veritable americanisme, sujet de tant de confusion 
et de desertion chez notre peuple, il faut le montrer sortant de 
sa source premiere -- lie pluribus unum": diversite de cultures, 
de races, et de croyances, dans l'unite d'UN ETAT ne et elu 
spontanement pour garantir et promouvoir les droi ts naturels 
~ue Dieu a departis e tous ses- enfants.l9 
Another important role that must be assumed by LE UESSAGER 
is to uncover the contemporary political corruption and instability 
which threatens the economic life of the Franco American family. 
LE l.tESSAGER has a gt'eat personal responsibility in that matter , as 
the Lewiston politics are dominated by Franco Americans. If the 
Franco Americans are to maintain their rightful margin of power 
in such a oommunity as Lewiston where the population is predominantly 
French, they must exercise that -oower with the utmost degree of 
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honesty and sincerity, and with the least degree of political corrup-
tion. That burden of responsibility falls largely upon the French 
press, as it is best qualified to judge the actions of its ovm racial 
group , and to lead such crusades as will rectify racial misdemeanors. 
In fostering these principles, LE ME3SA.GER must not become a 
mouthpiece for the local priests, and assume the duty whi ch is reserved 
to the pulpit . Father Drouin makes this point clear: 
Dans le jeu capricieux des passions echauffees par llardeur de 
la lutte , notre journal, dans certains milieux , a cru manifester 
son attachement a l'Eglise en se faisant anti-clerical. Son plus 
malheur serait qu'il devienne aujourd'hui ecclesiastique, ce qui 
n'est pas synonyme de religieux. L'ecclesiasticite •.. ctest le 
refus de PENSER ou de REPENSER la doctrine eternelle de l' Eglise, 
pour ne s'occupe que des potins de sacristie ou de presby tere.20 
.And so we c cmplete the chapter on the "raison d'etrell of 
LE IJESSAGER . The following chapter will analyze the editorial stand 
of I.E 1\'IJJSSAGER on recent major political issues. 
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CHAJ.JT.ER V 
EDITORIAL ST.Alill ON MA.TOR POLITICAL ISSUES 
The fundamental character of the publication is expressed more 
directly in the editorial c anunent • Here is the soul of the news-
paper ••• and not simply a source of political advice and admonition. 
In the American newspaper, opinion is more distinctly separated 
from news, far political and educational influences have traditionally 
decreed that opinion be confined to the editorial column. However, 
in France, the Frenchman is more attracted by a point of view rather 
than being eager to obtain a set of objective facts . He prefers that 
the facts published in the newspaper be seasoned with the opinion of 
the writer. So in reading French newspapers, the news stories that 
appear are in reality articles prepared and signed by specialists, 
and made up of both fact and opinion . Chilton Bush refers to these 
stories as ''articles de fond" .22 
What holds true for the Frenchman does not, in the case of 
LE IviESSAGER , hold true for the Franco American. The news stories in 
the ~:rench daily are, for the most part, the result of objective 
reporting slightly flavored with interpretation. The opinion of the 
editor and the policy of the paper are reflected only in the editorial 
column . 
Lyle Spencer defines an editorial as : 
a presentation of fact and opinion in concise, logical, 
pleasing order for the sake of entertaining, of influencing 
opinion, or of interpreting significant news in such a way 
that its importance to the average reader will be clear.23 
Actually, when t re newspaper adopts a standpoint on certain 
definite principles or policies, it then proceeds to interpret the 
events in this light. The editorial writer might take up the more 
important news topics of the day and philosophize on them. He might 
attempt to point out the relation of isolated facts to each other and 
to the principles for which the newspaper stands. 
In oome instances, the writer will seek out historical prece-
dents and lend perspective to events that are flat and meaningless 
when seen only close at hand. One such example is an editorial which 
appeared in the March 7, 1951, issue of LE MESSAGER: it concerns the 
decline of Great Britain, and the writer draws an analogy from the pages 
of history to illustrate his point. The editorial will be tru{en up 
more extensively later in this chapter. 
The current problems which I will treat in this chapter are 
all on a national or international scale. There appear many editorials 
on local and state matters in LE HESSAGER, but for the purpose of 
this study it is i mperative that we deal with the questionable issues 
vvhich are widely known and discussed, rather than isolated loca l 
problems. The editorials were selected from the issues of LE ME3SAGER 
·which appeared between February 15 to IVIay 15, 1951 . 
I. CONCERNING H:HRBERT HOOVlJ:R 
Preceding the Great Debate in the Senate, LE 1\U!SSAGER, in an 
editorial on February 21, deplored the fact that whoever cast any 
doubt concerning the wisdom of the international decisions made at 
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Washington was immediately branded as an isolationist. It attributed 
the reason for Presi dent Truman's accusation of Herbert Hoover as an 
isolationist after the latter's "intelligent discours" of December 20 
as being simply afraid to accept the merits of the address. 
During the Chinese Corrununist drives in Korea, the editorial 
goes on to say, people are beginning to realize that U.S. intervention 
in Korea was "one big blunder, a foolish escapade. t!24 Hoover again 
reminded us of that fact. 
The editorial INri ter wanders if anyone can be so deceived as 
to believe in an eventual .American victory over the Chinese troops, 
f ollowed by the squelching of the vast Russian arr.lY. The only possible 
means for the survival of the free countries would only be attained 
by a crushing victory in the type of warfare in which we are superior, 
namely air and sea power. He fails to note any military advantage 
resulting from the deaths of our best troops in a Korean stalemate . 
He explains the lack of official Russian aggression in Europe 
as simply stemming from the fact that the men in the Kremlin are 
anything but imbeciles, fearing the might of t he United States who 
controls the sea and the air. He sums up that to think along these 
lines could hardly be pegged as isolationism. 
These ideas were f allowed through in the February 26 issue of 
LE MESSAGER, as the editorial page contained periodical quotations 
from Herbert Hoover, which he delivered during the previous year. 
The first editorial comment supported Hoover's request for the 
reorgani za-tion of the United Nations, excluding the Communist powers. 
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Or if that seemed highly impractical, Hoover suggested the organization 
of a new united front made up of non-Conwunist, freedom loving coun-
tries. 
The editorial s aw no reason to question the c hallenge made by 
Hoover in Apr il 1950, that during the past five years, the United 
Nations , operating from the gospel of the Kremlin , has served as an 
instrmnent to provoke fear and hatred among the nations of the world , 
and that we cannot change the minds of peoples and races with machine 
guns and battleships. 
In October of that same year, Hoover made another statement 
which LE UESSAGER reiterated within its editorial c olunm on ? ebruary 
26: he stressed the fact that 150 million Americans cannot, by them-
selves, maintain security in the world against BOO milli on Communists 
on the European and Asiatic fronts. 
We should help in same way , he continued, "mais si l'Europe 
occidentale veut vraiment de defendre contre l a maree co.mmuniste, 
elle doi t le faire surtout par elle-meme , et le faire vi te. n25 
LE MESSAGER went on to quote Hoover's declaration in December 
1950, concerning the futility of a land war agains t the Communist 
masses , resulting in a war Without Victory, llune guerre sans resul tat 
fructueux. u26 And i n this instance, his the sis of an American 
"Gibraltorn creeps in: 
Nous, les Amer icains , seuls, avec notre puissance maritime et 
aerienne pouvons controler les oceans Atlantique et Pacifique de 
telle sorte qu'une invasion de hemisphere occidentale par les 
armees communistes soit chose impossible. L'ennemi ne pourrait 
guere atteindre en nombre Uashington, pas plus que nous pourrions 
atteindre l'.Ioscou.27 
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In keeping wi th its policy of defending Hoover, LE MESS.i\GER 
ran an editorial in its March 17 issue, entitled: 1 U PEUPLE DE DECIDER. 
The editorial writer echoes his previous comment s on i ndividuals being 
branded as isolationists if they dared voice an op inion which might 
suggest opposition to the mobi l i zation of American youths , or to the 
sendine of troops t o Asia or ~Urope. Such individuals, he cla i ms , 
run the risk of being ridiculed by rome ''brass hat 11 • 'l'he day ex-Presi-
dent Hoover testified before the Senate , counseling against the sending 
of troops overseas, he wa s made fun of by op})Onents who suggested that 
T.Vashington had a "nouveau chef d t etat - major ' lais sant croire ainsi 
que seuls les militaires etaient en mesure de prendre des decisions 
quand il s ' agi ssait de la mobilisati on et l'affectation des troupes . H2S 
':!lithout contesting military science, the editorial vvr i ter feels 
that the generals should be made to realize that they are not the ones 
who are running the country. The day that they will c ontrol policies 
in Uashington will be one void of democracy , and given over to military 
dictatorship . However , the editorial reflects the opinion that as 
this is st ill a democracy , it is up to the people to decide whether 
the troops should be sent abroad or not. The military heads can only 
submit an opinion, from wh ich the people will g ive the final decision . 
LE MESSAGER sums up on the problem of sending troops abroad : 
L I armee et le s chefs de 1' armee doi vent etre au service de 
la nat ion et non la nation a la merci de 1 t armee et les chefs 
de l' armee. 29 
II • THE WAR IN KOREA 
An editorial in the February 27 issue of LE I<iESSAGER points 
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out the similarities betllveen the Spanish Civil War and the war in 
Korea . The editorial writer accepts the saying that the panish Civil 
l:lar, which terminated with a Franco victory, was an experimental ·war. 
He adds that Hitler and I-!lussolini, without officia l participation and 
yet by supporting Franco and sending him volunteers a s China is doing 
for the North Koreans, made Spa in a proving ground for many new types 
of arms and weapons, especially in aircraft, in the prevue to their 
more important war. 
The editorial go es on to state that the s mne situation exists 
in Korea today . New ·weapons are aJ)pearing every day. The North 
Koreans and Chinese "volunteers a have been using ultra modern e CJ.u i pment 
of a high ca liber wluch has proved disagreably surprising to the ROK 
and UN troops. Then, looking at the other side of the picture, the 
tremendous losses suffered by the Communist troops in Korea show 
evidence of new weapons of a more devastating nature being employed 
by their adversaries. 
'fhe · editorial writer quotes figures from BacArthur and certain 
war correspondents to show the overwhelming proportion of Communist 
casualties overtheUNforces. Reclaims that this is due to the use 
of a new gelatin bomb known as Hnapalmll , an explosive whi ch not only 
scorches those who are in its direct path but asphyxiates the people 
vJ' ithin a large r adius of its target . He believes that this wea1)0n, 
as ·1ell as the atom bomb, gas, and bac teriological warfare, should 
be banned from humanity . 
Hhether such a weapon <'l ill eventually aid in a UN victory in 
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Korea is doubted by the editorial writer. The Comrnunist troops , aided 
by Russ ian power, will uncover new and more devastating weapons. The 
editorial ends on a note that the experimental war in Korea could 
very well last longer than that in Spain. 
III • DEDLINZ OF GREl~T BRITAIN. 
An interest i ng editorial appeared in the }larch 7 issue which 
expresses prett y well t h e stand taken by LE ~.::E3SAGER on Great Brita in. 
The spark ·which set off the writer to exrJound on British worth was 
Churchill's indignant rebellion to h avine an i\.merican assume conunand 
of the naval t ask force call ed for by the "\t l antic Pact . That Eisen-
Rovver become supreme commander, and that a Frenchman direct the army 
or the a irforce, Churchill will permit. But the sea, that is another 
question. By right, the sea belongs to Engl and • .. 
The editorial 1Nri ter goes on to point out that Brita in is on 
the drnmgrade, that histor'Y is a perpetual evolution and that no 
particular country can ever hope to rule the entire VJ orld indefin itely. 
He cites as examples Holland and Spain who , not too many centuries 
ago, were great powers on our little globe. These countries dominated 
Europe and a t the same t j_rne they were establishing l arge colonial 
empires . How much weight , the writer seems to ask , do Holland and 
Spain carry on the internationa l scales today? He of:fers as further 
exrunples the decline of _thens, Carthaee, and Rome. 
The editorial in LE l!JESSAGTITI reaches its high point in t he 
following lines: 
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L'J ngleterre de l'ere victorienne ne refleurira plus. C'est 
une constatation; inutile de se rejouir ou de s'attri ster. Le 
sceptre s'est deplace. Sera-ce un bien , sera-ce tm r~l, telle 
n'est pas la question . Un vigoureux septuagenaire (Churchill), 
descendant d I une r a ce a l t iere, peut bien S I emoUVOil' ti la pensee 
que le printemps britaD~i que ne s'illuminera plus a nouveau. 
C'est du senti mentalisme .30 
In other words, it is the express belief of the editor i al 
writer that Bri tain will never again share top honors among the nat ions, 
and that any speculation on the part of Churchill to an opposite view 
is pure sentimentalism . 
IV. THE l'ARTITION OF I RELfilil) 
On Barch 12, LE ME3SAGER ran an edi tori al , signed Alonzo Cinq-
1!ars , which deal t with the partition of Ireland. He reports that t h e 
government of the Republic of Eire was greatly embarrassed recently 
when six nat ionalist delegates , v1ho were elected to represent the 
countries of Ulster a t the Belfast Parliament, pres en t ed themselves 
at the Dail , the Dublin Parli ament, and demanded to be allowed to sit 
in as duly elected representatives. These six delegates are naturally 
opposed to the parti tion of Ireland. They see the Dail as the only 
legi tim.ate Parliament in Ireland, and not wishing to recognize the 
Parl i runent of Ulster at Belfast, they want seats in the Dail. 
The six intruders, a ccording to the editorial, had no legal 
right to b e admitted, although President Fahey failed to point this 
out to them. The wr iter believes that this is preci sely the type of 
i ssue which mi ght upset the applecart f rom t he nationalistic point of 
view. The actual govermo.ent of Eire, under Costello, is already 
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• threatened in its existence. If they adlni t the six nationalist dele-
gates, then partisans of the partition of Ireland would follow suit. 
The editorial 1Nri te~' sees this action as a move against the 
Costello government which does not seem to be active in the battle 
for the unification of the Island. 
V • RUSSO-Plr1ERICAN RELI\TI ONS 
The editorial in the February 19 issue of LE HJ!SSAGER dealt 
with the repudiation of war debts by Russia. The editorial traces 
this repudiat ing trend from Russia's obligations back to the days 
when the Bolsheviks took over t be government. They had no sooner 
moved into the I~emlin, when Lenin and his associates repudiated all 
debts incurred by the czars. Among the hardest hit were the French 
people, a ccording to this editorial writer who quotes a few facts and 
figures to prove his point . 
He then goes on to show how Lenin's successors are f ollowing 
his footsteps . In 1943, three years after the end of hostilities, and 
prior to the cold war, the Soviet government was still shy on under-
taking agreements concerning reimbursement . When Russo-American rela-
tions began to simmer, the United States government delivered its 
claims to Ivloscow. Negotiations rushed along at a snail t s pace , and 
the editorial writer believes that the debts will be paid from no other 
place than the federal treasury at Washington. 
The Russians turned down the cut-rate figure set at $BOO million 
by the United States, and offered a final settlement of $240 million --
over a period of 55 years to boot. To make up for this delay, the 
editorial viTiter says: 
Ils se disent sans doute que, d'i~i a l'expirat ion de ce delai, 
ils auront eu le temps de bolcheviser le monde entier, et qu'il 
ne s aura plus alors quest ion de dettes internationales, puisque 
tout le :peuple auront un m@me gouvernement uni c1ue qui aura son 
' '- ..,1 siege a ~;~oscou t.:l 
The lines above leave little doubt in our minds as to the writer' 
interpretation of Russian imperialism. He feels that not only do they 
ignore these debts, even when the loans saved them from annihilation, 
but to aid their industrial and military strength, they resort to a : 
main-d 'oeuvre esclave. Avec un tel systeme il n' est pas 
etonnant qu'ils arrivent a uncertain succes materiel au detriment 
de l'honnetete, de l'honneur et de la liberte.32 
An editori al in the February 23 issue lambasts Russian propa-
ganda . It cla ims that the Russians have great confidence in propaganda , 
that it hides their baseness and wins for them new proficiencies. The 
editorial announces the forming of a new orgamism, called the 'Disinformu 
whi ch trains propagandists who will operate in foreign countries. 
They are indoctrinated in the customs and principles of the countries 
11vi th which they will deal, representing Russia under false colors. 
The student propagandists are grouped in separate schools, depending 
on the locale of their future activity. 
In the March 29 issue, the editorial section is devoted to a 
treatise entitled: UCOk!l'iiENT L:ES RUSSES VOIEL\fT L'.J.\J.<i'SRI~UEII. The edi to-
rial writer reverses his technique of trying to influence his readers 
into believ!i:ng charges against Russia, but informs them as to how they 
look in the eyes of the Russians. He tells them what are the main 
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illusions concerning our cotmtry which exist in the minds of the people 
influenced by Russian propaganda. 
The editorial quotes an article appearing in the Russian press 
which describes the life of the l aborer in the United States, supposedly 
vrri tten by a New York taxi driver. The latter speaks of "des mis~res 
epouvantables" suffered by the voorking class' of the near impossibility 
of getting food or clothes. 
Then it quotes a radio broadcast which claims that most Americans 
live in slums. A magazine article reports that American mine workers 
are so poor they cannot even afford a toothbrush. The typical family 
of a mine worker is described as having but four beds, one towel, and 
no running water. A Russian book uncovers the "situation miserable'' 
of the American people living on farms. Women in the United States 
live under the continuous burden of housecleaning. 
The \~iter suw~ up the Soviet notion of America as: 
une image sombre et campletement negative de disintegration 
et de decadence, de conflits de classe irreconciliables, de dis-
crimination contre les ouvriers et de privil~ges parasitiques 
de la classe dirigeante maintenus par la force et la fraude .33 
The editorial v1ri ter then suggests that the best way to fight 
this false propaganda spread by the Russians throughout Europe is to 
write letters to Europeans, informing them of our true way of life. 
President Truman suggested a campaign for truth to act against this 
Soviet propaganda, and the Common Council for American Unity encot~aged 
the sending of letters to the various foreign countries . Other 
governmental efforts, such as the Voice of America", are important 
in displacing this false notion interjected by the Russians . 
VI. POLICI:ES OF THE ADMI NISTRATION 
President TrwTI.an is the subject of an attack in the 1-:Iay 9 issue 
by an editorial entitled: ".ASil'JINEii . By way of historical background, 
editorial writer talces us back to the last ?residential campa ign when 
Truman answered the charges that Communists infiltrated the ranks of 
the government by a simple statement: ''Red Herringn . "Le peuple s' est 
laiss~ duper, u says the editorial, as following Trwnan's statement, 
trials and convictions of high dignitaries came about, and these were 
found guilty of being Conununists, and were sentenced for contempt of 
court and of Congress. 
More recently when there was talk of an investigation of 
certain members employed by the govermn.ent and the R .F .C. agency 
who were reportedly stacking away tremendous profits, Truman's classic 
reply was : llasininell .34 
1fuen the cat was let out of the bag, it was disclosed that 
exhorbi tant profits were made, millions of dollars vvhich must be 
assumed by the taxpayer. The editorial quotes the government loss of 
$45 million in a single transaction. Other such schemes were uncovered 
every day, and the President dug up as an excuse the popular phrase: 
"honest corruption,. .35 The writer did not like the stench of the word : 
nasininell . 
The editorial brings the Morris Green case to 1 ight, showing 
the $425,000 profit lapped up by the Chicagoan in the sale of a thou-
sand jeeps that he had formerly bought from the government in the 
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Philippines. After repairing these jeeps, he resold them to a govern-
ment agency, the Atomic Comrnission. One governn1ent agency practically 
gives away merchandise to these individuals, while another government 
agency buys this same merchandise at a tremendous cost . 
There is a law, says the editorial writer , which forbids the 
transporting of surplus goods from outside this country to be sold 
here. What is this thing, he asks bitt erly, that Truman calls "honest 
corruption"? An agency sells a truck for $200, and another agency 
buys it for $390. 
Mais si un Arnericain n' est pas sous le manteau de la IJiaison 
Blanche, et f ait une simple erreure dans le rapport de ses taxes, 
cela ne sera pas de la corruption honn~e , mais un crime centre 
le gouvernement et le coupable recevra une forte sentence .36 
VII. DE!:JIOCRATIC IDEALS IN G::ERMANY 
An editorial appeared in the Ivlarch 23 issue which analyzes 
our democratic judgment in regards to dictatorial Germany. This is 
one of the most serious editorials published in LE killSSAGER during 
the period of its analysis for this chapter. 
The editorial points out that it is natural, although regretable, 
that we judge certain events in a limited perspective. In some 
instances, the historical background is so lacking, we are not allowed 
to take a higher and more deliberate account of these events. We make 
most of our judgments after little deliberation, influenced by the 
crossfire of different propaganda tactics, propaganda which is building 
up what it was tearing up and down a short time ago . It is hardly 
surprising, claims the editorial, that the average man on the street 
is lost within the maelstrom of contradictory idea s and that he resorts 
to his reasoning wit hout fcundation. 
One opinion, according to the writer , which has practically 
assumed the f orm of truism today , is t bat Germany is void of any demo-
cratic concept, that she has inherited a dictatorial tradition, and 
that it is useless to try to i mp lant a more respectful attitude in 
Germany tovJard the legitimate rights of other nations. Perhaps , on 
the sur:face, we have reason to feel that way. The Germany os the 
Hohenzollerns and of Hitler has caused enough depredation in the world 
to make us feel anything but in her favor. 
Here, the editorial makes a few assumptions. What if it were 
a case of "pr~ventions mal f ondees"? What if there really existed in 
the different social levels of the Germanic population certain demo-
cratic ideals? And what if it were possible to use these as a basis 
for social change in Germany? 
The editorial delves in to political science and social background 
linking such names as Kant, Humboldt, and Stein with the liberal con-
cept . These personalities recall the fact that Germany was one of the 
pioneers in allowing popular control of the government. It was in 
1867, that the new Confederation of Northern Germany , under Bismark, 
adopted universal suffrage for the Reichstag elections . The United 
States and England had not gotten that far as they still exerted 
property qualifica tions with the right to vote. 
The editorial adds that in the 19th century, Germany adopted 
definite measures in regards to diseases, accidents, and old age --
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half a century before such movements were undertaken by the United 
States and England. Before the first universal conflict, the Republic 
of Weimar showed democratic tendencies by accepting, in their constitu-
tion, proportional representation, women's suffrage , and the referendum. 
It could hardly be termed the Republic's fault if it consequently fell 
victim to the revolutionary activity of the national-socialists. 
All this does not necessarily mean that Germany has been ·wrongly 
judged, as the editorial points out, or that she is innocent of the 
crimes with which we c barge her. 
/ Mais ces observations doivent cependant nous demontrer que 
tout jugement categorique en des matieres aussi complexe risque 
6 , , d'~tre errone et dangereux dans ses repurcussions. Si, par 
exemple, les hommes d'Etat americains avaient ete mieux au fait 
de l'histoire allemande depuis deux siecles, il est fort possible 
qu'ils eussent evite les bourdes commises depuis au moins cinq ans 
et qu'il parait aujourd'hui si difficile d'effacer.37 
VIII . COMMUNIST CHINA 
On April 28, an editorial appeared in g IVIJJSSAGER concerning 
Communist u justice II • At the time, in Communist China, the so-called 
people's courts were passing sentence on traitors to the regime. LE 
MESSAGiiR refers to these trials as: "Raremen t aura-t-on vu un aussi 
tragi que travesti de la justice. u38 It points out that the Coillmunist 
doctrine does not accept the concept of justice, but contends that 
their ideas must triumph at any price. Anyone who threatens the 
real ization of these ideas must be a criminal and a traitor. 
The mock trials which f' ollow, where the accused admit and 
reveal their subversive intent and beg for a severe punism~ent, can 
only appeal to sadists or lunatics. Thus the editorial uncovers one 
of the aspects of the Conununist doctrine, a doctrine which is still 
allowed to spread in a civilized country and democracy such as ours. 
The e di"tiorial writer evidently does not believe in allowing the 
Communists the freedom to disseminate their ideas in this country. 
IX. THE :MA.CA..'1.THUR ISSUE 
On April 11, General Douglas 1v1acArthur was relieved of his duties 
in the Far East. This event was the subject of the editorial page in 
LE MESSAGER for many days following the incident. However, previous 
to the Presidential action, on March 30, LE :MESSAGER published an 
editorial entitled: "L'INCIDEN'".P :MACAR'l'HtJR II . This editorial echoes its 
previous views on militarism, that we should not allow complete free-
dom of action to the military, able and competent as they may be, as 
we would soon awaken to the fact that our democracy exists no more. 
The Il[acArthur incident (this was previous to his dismissal) confi rms 
the fact that it is essential that the military be submitted to the 
government and not vice-versa . 
The occasion for these remarks came about when ~.1acArthur hurled 
threats at Red China, an action which did not meet with the approval 
of our Allies, and embarrassed the American authorities. 
MacArthur was placed in charge of repelling the Communist forces 
from Southern Korea by the United Nations, and not by the United States. 
The editorial ad:mi ts that to accomplish this, he needs a certain freedom 
of action. However, at London, Paris, and even at Washington, the 
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authorities do not expect MacArthur to take it upon himself to threaten 
the Chinese Comnunists. Furthermore, they did not assign him to meet 
the enemy and mgn any kind of a peace treaty, the editorial rerunds 
its readers. 
At Lake Success, the editorial goes on to say, they are quite 
upset over MacArthur's action, whiibe at 1 ~ashington, they advised the 
General that in the future his political declarations should be pre-
viously approved. The editorial concludes on a prophetic note: 
Il sera interessant de sui vre des developpements de cet 
incident mais reconnaissons que, pour l'instant du moins, il 
comporte des le~ons.39 
On Aprilll, the day of MacArthur's dismissal, LEMESSAGER in 
its editorial column supported Truman's action. It admitted that 
MacArthur harshly criticized the American policy and that of the United 
Nations as regards the military strategy of our operations in Korea. 
The General did not constrain himself by saying th:tt we should use 
the Chinese Nati onalist troops from Fonnosa in the Korean battle. The 
editarial reminded its readers that it was not the first time that 
MacArthur was warned by the State Department to cut out such war and 
tend to waging war. 
The following day, April 12, the editorial commented on Truman's 
radio address which was delivered the previous evening. It does not 
attempt to make a decision as to which Far Eastern policy is the more 
advisable, but it does reiterate the fact that MacArthur disobeyed the 
orders of his Commander-in-Chief, and that he is guilty of insurbordi-
nation. 
The editorial in the April 13 issue of LE NESSAGER mentioned 
MacArthur's decision to return to the United States after a 14-year 
absence to ma_"k:e a report of his activities to Congress. Until then, 
tbe General had refused to budge, even at the request of Congress 
numerous times to come and mruce a report of his activities. Even the 
President, wishing to confer with :MacArthur, had to travel halfv1ay 
acr oss the Pacific. 
On April 16, the editorial column made a comment on MacArt hur's 
departure f ran Tokyo. He v..as g iven a hero's f arewell, it says , in a 
country where he v,ras extremely popular. It adds that the Genera l has 
done a great dea l for the Japanese, and fuey will undoubtably miss him. 
The final comment on UacArthur appeared in the April 20 issue, 
the da y following MacArthur's address before Congress. The e ditoria l 
claims that everyone who heard the General speak must agree tha t it 
was a 'discours superbe, et bien rendu.11l.J.O However, everyone does not 
see eye to eye as to the principles mentioned in his address • The 
General declared that his views were shared by the joint chief s-of-
staff, and fr0111 the White House later came the statement that l'.~IacArthurt 
vietvs were NOT shared by the joint chiefs-of- staff. As for the a ddress, 
however: 
C'etait un chef - d'oeuvre d'eloquence t41 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONTENT ANALYSIS OF LE :t1;ESSAGER 
The second part of this thesis deals with the actual content 
of the newspaper llhich has been the subject of the thesis. For the 
period of one month, April 1951, the ne"Vts, editorial, and feature stories 
in LE 1•1ESSAGER have been broken do"Vm into column inches, and have been 
cla ssified by categories, locale, and idea-event patterns. The measure-
does not include advertising of any kind, comics, and radio or theatre 
announcements. The analysis does include the editorials, special feature 
(such as the 'Vteather forecast, the woman's page, and various fillers), 
and the fiction serial vrhich appears every day. 
'The stories have been classified in 21 categories: cultural, 
crime, court, disaster, editorial, education, economic, features, fiction 
financial, gove~ment, human interest, labor, military affairs, obituary, 
politics, religious, science, sports, social \tel f are, and society. Then 
it "Vras determined "Vrhether the stories in these categories would fit into 
the local, state, national, or international scene. This would help to 
indicate the closeness of the story to the reader. 
The same stories were also broken do"Vm into idea and event. The 
purpose for this break-do\m is to determine just ho\·r much of the story 
simply records an event or happening, and how much of the story reflects 
thoughts and ideas, and transmits them into the rrlnds of the reader. 
An analysis was also made of the picture content throughout 
the pages of LE I'~iESSAGER during the month of April 1951. The daily 
number of pictures and the amount of space given them daily will be 
indicated by a table later in this chapter. 
The first 25 tables record the daily measurements of LE ~~SSAGER 
during the month of April 1951 (the five Sundays which appeared in 
April are excluded, as the nev1spaper is published only on ~reekdays and 
not on Sundays). 
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TABLE I 
NE'NS AND FEATURE GONTE.'-JT IN COLUMN INGJ:I:ES APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 2, 1951, ISSUE OF LE MESSAGER BY CATEGORY Al'ifD LOCALE 
GATEGORIE3 LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 6 3 3 6 
Grime 8 14- 5 17 22 
Court 7 lj. 11 11 
Disaster 9 9 9 
Editorial 16 6 22 22 
Educat ion l 72 7~ 7i 
Economic 10 lj. 6 10 
Features 69 
Fiction !.t-5 
Financial 
Government 81. 2 151--2 5~ 18.1_ 2 24-
HlllllaD. In t . 5 27 30 10 52 62 
Labor 5 3 8 8 
Military Aff . 6 50 7 4-9 56 
Obituary 10~ 10 3~ 7 17 24-
Politics lj. lj. lj. 
Religious 18 5~ 23t 23~ 
Science 
Sports 75 12~ 8 79~ 37fa-
Social Vlelf . 3 11 13 23 lj. 27 
Society 10 ~ 3ofa 4-5~ lJ-51. __2 
TOTAL 156 25 l01fa 16~ 106 4-23 563 
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TABLE II 
NEWS AND FEATURE CONTENT IN" OOLUJinN INCHE3 APPEARING IN" THE 
Al"JRIL 3, 1951 , ISSUE OF LE MESSAGER BY CATIDORY .AJ.'ID LOCALE 
CATIDORIE9 LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 
Crime 13 10 23 23 
Court 6~- 3 8 ~ l7:z l7fa 
Disaster 3 2~ 11 8 8.1. 2 16~ 
Editorial 10 10 4 28 28 
Education 
Economic 15 18 10 23 33 
Features 8o 
Fiction 45 
Financial 9 2 11 11 
Government 12 9~ 38t 34~ 25i 6o 
Human Int. 17 14 5it 25Ja 31 
Labor 
IV'..ili tary Aff . 5 21* 85 351d 76 llli 
Obituary 3 3 3 
Politics 38t 39 38~ 39 77i 
Religious 16 5li 4o 27i 67~· 
Science 
Sports 6.l 2 57 32 3lt 63~ '~ 
Social Welf. 1 15ta 16t l bt 
Society 24 
...2. ~ ~ 
TOTAL 109 8 181 286~ 232 356!- 713i 
TABLE III 
NEWS Ai.'\JD FEATURE COl'JTE.'ifT TI'J OOLIDIJN INCHES APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 4, 1951, ISSUE OF LE .MIDS.AGER BY CATEGORY .AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NNi'IONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EV1INT TOTAL 
Cultural 3 3 3 
Crime 4 4 4 
Court 4 7 4~ 15~ 15..l. 2 
Disaster 4 22~ 12 9 47ta 4t~-
Editorial 6 16 22 22 
Education 6 6 6 
Economic 7 20 15 12 27 
Features 74 
Fiction 45 
Financial 6 5 4 9 6 15 
Government 20 7 5 22 27 
Human Int. 26~ 5~ 3 4-o 4o 
Labor 4 5~ 3 12).-2 12fl-
Military Aff . 3 38 6 35 41 
Obituary 3 2 10 10 
Politics 6 7 6 7 13 
Religious 3 14- 7 10 17 
Science 5 7 12 12 
Sports 62 2 12 52 64-
Social ·1elf . 13 3~ 10 6~ 16~ 
Society 46~ 4 5ot 50~ 
TOTAL 127 49'~ 180 137 93 405~ 562~ 
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TABLE IV 
NEWS .AND FEATURE CONTEI.\JT IN COLUMN INCHE3 .APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 5, 1951, ISSUE OF LE M:ESSAGER BY CATEGORY AND LOCALE 
CATIDORIES LOCAL STATE N TIONAL INTERN TIONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 8 8 8 
Crime 3 3 3 
Court :1 72 20 16 ,;),_ 112 27:}_z 
Disaster 17 4 10 31 31 
Editorial 19 3 22 22 
Education 10 1[~ 5 32 32 
Economic 14 9 5 14 
Features 82 
Fiction 45 
Financial 4 5 2l 2 2 9~· ll.J-. 2 
Government 11 3 15 7 22 29 
Human Int. 7 7 7 
Labor 
"'ili tary A'£f • 7 38l 2 45.:!-2 45 ?J 
Obituary 3 7 7 
Politics 2~ 2 29l 2 23)._ 2 32il 2 56 
Religious 15~ 10~ 
"" 
5 15?3-
Science 3t- 31-2 3ft 
Sports 3 33 33 3 36 
Social Welf. 6 6 6 
S ociety 
_]J_ 
_J]_ _.1:]_ 
TOT L 10~ 155! 110! 123 248~ 498~ 
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TABLE V 
J;~JEV/S AND FEA'IURE CONTENT IN COLUMN INCHES APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 6, 1951 , ISSUE OF LE bffiSSAGER BY CATEGORY MfD LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NA.'UONAL INTERNATION.~.\L IDEA EVE!.\TT TOTAL 
Cultural 
Crime 
Court 12 613- 18~ lBL 2 
Disaster 
Editorial 16 6 22 22 
Education 12 12 12 
Economic 6! 6it 8 14! 
Fea tures 105 
Fiction 45 
Financial 16 5 21 21 
Goverrunent 1 11 ~ 12.,1_ 12- 122· 2 
Human Int. 12 4~ 18t 12 23 35 
Labor 2 2 2 
Military Aff. 10 82! 1~ 76 92~ 
Obituary 15 1~ 16i- 16~ 
Politics 18it 7 25! 25~ 
Religious 7 7 7 
Science 12 2 10 12 
Sports 61.. 2 561. 2 17 4 76 8o 
Social Welf. 18 6"' 1 ~ 8 26t 3% 
Societ y !2. _&_ _&_ 
TOI'AL 96 16 142 16413- 71 349~ 570~· 
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TABLE VI 
NEWS A~"'D FEA.TURE OO NT:ENT IN COLUMN INCHES lu?PEARirJG IN THE 
APRIL 7, 1951, ISS""LJE OF LE :MESSAGER BY CATFDDRY AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIE3 LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EVEJ\lT TOTAL 
Cultural 6 8 11 3 ll+ 
Crime 
Cour·t 7 7 7 
Disaster 3 2.;h. 2 5~ 5~ 
Editori al l+ 2 22 22 
Education l+o 18 22 l+o 
Economic 7 18 7 l l+ 18 32 
Features 87 
Fiction 1+5 
Financia l 8 8 
Government 16 16 16 
Human Int. 5 3 15 10 13 23 
Labor 1312; 6 7t 13;1.._ 2 
Military Aff . 3 5 35 13 30 1+3 
Obituary 7 7 7 
Politics 6 14 20 20 
Religious 7t 5 5 7t 12i 
Science 12 12 12 
Sports 57 18 39 57 
Social 1'elf. 6 l 32- 3~ 6 9t 
Soci ety 
_& _u_ 
..12 
TOTAL 105 37 117i 95t 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC RELATIONS 
AND CO vlM UNICATI ONS 
LIBRARY 
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TABLE VII 
NEWS AND FEATURE CONTENT IN COLUMN INCI-IES .APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 9, 1951 , ISSUE OF LE MESSAGER BY CATIDORY AND LOCALE 
CATIDORIE3 LOCAL STA'lli N.ATIONAL INTERNATI ONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 9i 3i 6 9~ 
Crime 21.. 2~ l 2 2=2 
Court 6 6 6 
Disaster 18 2 20 20 
Editorial 15 7 22 22 
Education 20 20 20 
Economic 6 1 6 l .l 7.:1. l ·z 2 2 
Features 58 
Fiction 45 
Financial 
Government 19~ l 201.. 2 20~ 
Human Int. 2 10 4 8 16 
Labor 7 7 7 
Military Aff. 2 2~ 45 25 24~ 49~ 
Obituary 13 3 16 16 
Politics 7.:1. 2 30 7 30.1. 2 37i 
Religious 28 64~ 2713 65 92.;L-2 
Science 4 3~ 7~ 7fJ 
Sports 55 20 35 55 
Social VI elf . 17 17 12 23 23 46 
Society 22 4 18 44 41+ 
TOTAL l50Ja 13 154 161i 162 317 532 

TABLE IX 
NEl1vS Al.ifD FEATU"RE COJ\TTENT IN COLUJ:./JN INCHES APPEA..TUNG D\J THE 
.i'i.PRIL 11 , 1951 IS&'UE OF LE lliii\SSAG:ER BY CATEGORY Ji.ND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 
Crime 2 2 2 
Court 1 5~ 6J.. 2 6~ 
Disaster 2 5 7 7 
Editorial 24 24 24 
Education 5~ 5~ 5?z 
Economic 12 6 10 16 
Features 62 
Fiction 45 
Financial 5 6 11 11 
Government 2 2 2 
Human Int . 61. 1 2 3 7 12! 19t 
Labor 
I!lili tary Aff • 2% 25 49?3 49~ 
Obituary 7 7 7 
Politics 71 52 49 74 123 
Religious 3 3 3 
Science 6 6 6 
Sports 35t 14- 20 2% 49?z 
Social Welf . 9~ 7 16! 16fa-
Society 28 2. 4 ....22. .....22. 
TOTAL 61 5 197 120 106 277 490 
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TABLE X 
NEWS .AND l!"EATURE CONTEWr I N COLUMN INCHES APPEARING IN THE 
A:l?RIL 12, 1951 IS&'UE OF LE lOOSAGER BY CATIDORY .tll-ID LOCI~ 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDE-4. J1'VENT TOTAL 
Cultural 3 4 7 7 
Crime 4 t~ 8 8 
Court 5 2 5 2 7 
Disaster 9 1 3it 13~- 13i 
Editorial 10 14 24 24 
Education l.j. 4 4 
Economic 15 3 6 12 18 
Features 6o 
Fiction 45 
Financial 4 7 ll 11 
Government 3 3~ 14 14 10 2)+~ ~~~ 
Hwnan Int. 42 31_ 2 23 22~ 45i 
Labor 4 10 14 14 
Military .Aff • 2 23 34i 13 1~6~ 59~ 
Obi-tuary 15 15 15 
Politics 73 8 28 53 81 
Religious 2 20 12 ll+ 26 
Science 
Sports 5713 13 44~ 5713 
Social ilelf. 30 9 19 20 39 
Society 26 
.L 5~ 3813 [$1 ...3.§:t£ 
TOTAL 105 20~ 230 97 153 6o8 
TABLE XI 
N.E,'WS J\ND FEA'IDRE CCNTENT IN COLill.llN llWIOO APPE...t\.."~UNG IN TEE 
APRIL 13 , 1951 I SSUE OF LE 100SAGER BY CATIDORY AI\fD LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATI QliiAL INTERNATIONAL IDE.£1. EVEt'fl' TOTAL 
Cultural 5 28 12 21 33 
Crime 1 7 8 8 
Court 
Disast er 7 11 9 9 18 
Editorial 6 10 6 22 22 
Education 9 9 9 
Economic H~ 6 7 17 24 
Features 115~ 
Fiction 45 
Fi nancial 2 5 2 9 9 
Government 36 1 81. 2 5 16 34~ 50tr 
Hwnan Int. 16 10 6 16 
Labor 3 3 3 
Military .Aff . 6 3 48 17 4o 57 
Obituary 3 1 6 10 10 
Politics 1 76 29 48 77 
Reli gious 12 2 6 8 14 
Science 5 5 5 
Sports 72~ 17 55~ 12ra 
Social Welf . 
Society ~ 2 ---.2. _j_ 
TOTAL 96 31 196 114 145 292 597~ 
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TABLE XII 
NE.'JS _1\ND FEATURE CONTENT IN COLUlviN INCHru .iJ.PPEARING IN THE 
.APRIL 14, 1951 ISSUE O:E' LE MTISSAGER BY CATEGORY AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL IJY!TERl\fATI ONJ~L IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 
Crime 3 5 8 8 
Court 11 7 11 
Disaster 21~ 2 21,_ 2 2.1. 2 
Editorial 11 22 7 44 ~-4 
Education 33 6 27 33 
Economic 16 12 9 19 28 
Featttres 78 
Fiction 45 
Financial 9 4 5 9 
Government 2 16 4 14 18 
Human I nt . 3 6 9 9 
Labor 5 5 5 
1Iili tary 1::.ff . 2 20 22 22 
Obituary 17 9 26 26 
Politics 26 11 10 27 37 
Heligious 
Science 4 4 4 
Sports 45 8.1. 2 12 41-b 5313-
Social Welf. 6 7 4 9 13 
Soc iety 
_]_ 11 14 14 
TOTAL 8l.k'-2 31 116 105_;1~ 2 97 '240 46o 
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TABLE XIII 
NEWS Al\fD FEATUP..E C01--l'T:ENT IN COLUMN llifCHF.S .APPEARING IN THE 
.A.l-""RIL 16, 1951 ISSUE OJ:!., LE MESSAGER BY CATEGORY .AND LOC.ALE 
CATEGORIE3 LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTEPJifATI ONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 15 15 15 
Cr:ime 2 5 7 7 
Court 8 3 8 
Disaster 6~ 10 4 2ot 2013-
Editorial 4 4 7 6 21 21 
Education 6 6 6 
Economic 1.1. 2 5 3 31. 2 @ . 2 
J:!..,eatures 78 
Fiction 45 
lt"'inancial 2 2 4 4 
Government 15 6 12 9 24 33 
Human Int. 
Labor 
Military Aff . 53~- 19 34t 53t 
Obituary 28 36 36 
Politics 26 45 22 49 71 
Rel i gious 16 16 16 
Science 2 2 . 2 
Sports 59 6 17 48 65 
Social Welf. 2tt 11 13! l3fa 
Society 15 8 
....?2. _g}_ 
TOTAL 99ta 16 122 163! 91 310 524 
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TABLE XIV 
NE?JS .AND .!! EATURE CONTl<l-JT IN COLUI'.1N INCHES APPEARING IN Tlill 
APRIL 17, 1951, ISSUE OF LE lvfESSAGER BY CATIDORY Al.'JD LOCALE 
c TIDORU.S LOCAL STATE NATIONAL Il'fl'ERNATI ONAL IDEA EVENT TOTJl..L 
Cultural l.j.d. 2 2 2)_-2 4i 
Crime 2 5 7 7 
" 3l 3~ Court 3~ 8 
Disaster 9 2 ll ll 
Editorial 9 4 8 21 21 
Education 6 6 6 
Economic 17 61_ 2 11 19 15~ 34k 
Features 99 
Fiction 50 
Financial 2~ 4 10 6:l 10 16;. 2 ;.;; 
Government 6o 4, 5 15 54 69 
Human Int. 13 6?3- 10 l4l 2 24J~-2 
Labor 
Military Aff . 35 27 35 
Obituary 5 l 6 6 
Politics 26 45 13 58 71 
Religious 22 18 8 32 4o 
Science 
Sports 9# 13 34 16 4o~ 56~-
Social I' elf . 6 6 6 
Societ~r 2ll 
---==z. 11,_ -=.a _2. _jg_ _2g 
TOTAL 159~ 38~ 91 144 118?3- 315tr 582 
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TABLE -xv-
NI!.WS AND FEATURE CONTENT IN OOLm.IJN TI-JCHES APl::E.l\RING IN THE 
APRIL l B, 1951 ISSUE OF LJTI MFSS.AHER BY CATEGOHY AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 17 17 17 
Crime 3 2 5 5 
Court 6 6 6 
Disaster 3 1 37f3 11 30k 4 L 12 
Editorial 9 3 5 4 21 21 
:!!:ducati on 
Economic 9 7 9i ~ 2 7 25 32 
Features 125 
Fic tion 45 
Financia l 2 3 5 5 
Government 4 28 B 24 32 
Human Int . 26 llft 6 31~ 3713 
Labor 1 12 4 9 13 
Military .r ff. 4 21 50 lB 57 75 
Obituary 8 l L 2 4 13~ 13~ 
Politics 150 28 69 109 178 
Religious 13 4 9 13 
Science 9 7 2 9 
Sports 3 30fz 6 2 37~- 39ft 
Social lvelf . 8 2 2 s 10 
Society 20 
__22_ 
....2.2. .2..2. 
TOTAL 81 13J~ 2 266 246--~ 159 448 777 
TABLE XVI 
NE1 ~S .AND FEATURE CONTENT IN COLffil1lN I NCHES APPEARIKG IN THE 
APRIL 19, 1951 ISSUE OF LE MESSAGER BY CATEGORY .AND LOCALE 
c TEGORI:ES LOCAL .3TATE NATIONAL ThTERNATIONAL IDEA Eml"T TOTAL 
Cultural 9 3 2 10 12 
Crime 3 3 3 
Court 
I Disaster 2 2 15 19 19 
Editoria l 11 10 21 21 
Education 2 2 2 
Economic 7 7 10 14 
Features 74 
Fiction 45 
Financial 2 2 2 
I Governnent 17~ g;L 2 9 17~ 
Human Int. 33 11 6 38 44 
Labor 9~ 1 9:z 9?t 
Military ff. 2 26 3 25 28 
Obituar y 4 6 10 10 
Politics 36& 8 11 33t 4% 
Religious 13 6 7 13 
Science 1 22 16 12 6iJ 18Ja-
Sports lot 1ot 101z-
Social V elf. 12 12 12 
Society 11 10 n 
____S2_ ....?2._ c. 
-
TOTAL 561a 13 113~- 114J2 73t 229 421~ 
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TABLE XVII 
N.El/S AND FEATURE ill~""TENT IN COLUI\I N INCBFS APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 20 , 1951 ISSUE OF LE lll:ESSAGER BY CATEGORY AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 
Crime 
Court 3 3 3 
Disaster 3 4 l~ 11 11 
Editorial 6 3 9 3 21 21 
Education 2 2 2 
Economic 2 5 3 2 8 10 
Features 83 
Fiction 45 
Financial 2 2 2 
Government 6 29 17 14 38 52 
Human Int. 30 16 16 30 46 
Labor 
Military Aff • 2?z 27~ 6 24 30 
Obituary 
Politics 83~ 23 6o~ 83~ 
4~ 5 ]_ %-Religious 92 2 
Science 
Sports 9 6 15 15 
Social Welf. 
Society 8 8 8 
TOTAL 3~- 12.1. 2 16% 7B~ 82 211 421 
TABLE XVIII 
NEWS .AND FEATURE CONTENT IN COLUivll'J INCHES APPEARING ll'J THE 
APRIL 21, 1951 ISSUE OF LE MESSAGER BY CATEGORY .AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL IDEA ·EVE.:l\TT TOTAL 
Cultural 15 lOi 6 19~ 25.1. 2 
Crime 
CotU't 3 3 3 
Disaster 7 16 6 29 29 
Editorial 7 23 10 4o 4o 
Education 8* 2 g.1. 2 8i 
Economic 16 6 10 16 
Features 71 
Fiction 45 
Financial ~ 2 6t ~ 
Government 17 21 21 
Hu.rr.a.n Int. r 6 6 b 
Labor 3-~ ~ ~- 3t 
Military Aff • a-2 30i 29 33 
Obituary l.j),-2 2i 7 14 14 
Politics 58 27 31 58 
Religious 
Science 
Sports 48 19 29 48 
Social Welf. 2 9 12 5 22 27 
Society 8 8 l.j. 
_gQ_ 20 
TOTAL 47 29i 190 92-~ 107 252 475 
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TABLE XIX 
NEilS .AND FEATURE CONTENT IN COLU11N llifCHES i'.J?PEARING IN THE 
APRIL 23, 1951 ISSUE OF LE M.ESSAGER BY CATEGORY AND BOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATION.AL INTERNATIONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 12~ 5 7~- 12-l. 2 
Crime 3 1 4 4 
Court 
Disaster 2 6 11-is- 19~ 19~ 
"' 
Editorial 6 9 6 21 21 
Education 10 10 10 
Ec onomic 1~ 1 9 3 12~ 15it 
Features 90 
Fiction 45 
Financial 3 5 8 8 
Government 1t 48 11 38~ 49;1,_ 2 
Human Int. 18 7 5 20 25 
Labor 9 5~ 3 lll 1% 2 2 
Military A.ff • 12 51~ 63?2- 631,_ 2 
Obituary 2 13i 23-l. 2 23~ 
Politics 35f2: 12 20 27~- 47-l. 2 
Religious 22 19 41 41 
Science 
Sports 6 27 7 5 35 4o 
Social Welf. 7 39-Jz 19 27~- 46l 2 
Society 1% 11 13i 4 3Bi 38! 
-
TOTJU. 1 
TABLE XX 
NEWS .Al\JD FEATURE COL'JTENT D\J COLOMl\J INClillS APPEARL'IJG !iT THE 
.APRIL 24, 1951 ISSUE OF LE lvl:ESSAGER BY CATEGORY .AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERi.\lATI ONAL IDEA h'VENT TOTAL 
Cultura l ,S l l 2 2 4 7 l7fd 24l 2 
Crime 2 2 2 
Court l 2 3 3 
Disaster 13 3~ l6L 2 16~ 
Editorial 10 6 24 4o 4o 
Education l l l 
Economic ll 613- 6 l5i 21~ 
Features 81 
Fiction 45 
Financial 17 6 3 20 23 
Government 613 4 27 71a 30 37i 
Human Int. 6 l 4 15 26 26 
Labor 2 2 2 
Military Aff • 55~ 55~ 55~ 
Obituary l 18 6 3 22 25 
Politics 35 4 ' 2• 13 26~ 39!i 
Religious 2 2~ 10 14~ 14~-r~ 
Science 
Sports 26~ 26~ 6l 2 2 
Social '!/elf. 14 5 6 3 22 25 
Society 20k- _L 4 3li 31i 
TOTAL lll~ 15 l22t 165~ 8 l 2:a 332 54~-
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TABLE :XXI 
NE)'/S .AND FEATtJRE CONTENT IN COLillill'il I l\J"CHE::l APPEARING IN THE 
.IU>RIL 25 , 1951 ISSUE OF I.E hlESSAGER BY CATIDORY liND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL Il\1'rERNATI ONAL IDEA EVE.'JT TOT~U. 
Cultural 2 2 2 
Crime 5~ rl 02 12 12 
Court 
Disaster 4 4 8 
Editorial 17 5 22 22 
Education 7 3 4 7 
Ecouomic 8 8 
Features 73 
Fiction 45 
Financial 5 3 8 8 
Government 17 ~ 13 11 2ll 3~2 22 2 
Human Int. 7 7 7 
Labor 2~ 5 7~ 712: 
Military ff. 4 7tJ 14~ 62 9 79 88 
Obituary 3~ 3l 2 3tr 
Politics 44 14 6 52 58 
Religious 6 ~ 6 
Science 
Sports 18 us 5 31 36 
Social Welf. 35 4~l 2 14 25t 39~ 
Society 12-b-
_2. 1 2 _52 _gj_ 
-
11'!5 
TO'i'.AL 127l 2 l3t 103 128 72 300 48o 
TABLE XX:II 
NEl.'•IS .Al\JD FEA'.l'URE CONTENT I N COLt.Jl~.N INCHE.S APPEAJ:UNG IN TI-IE 
APRIL 26, 1951 I SSUE OF LE lv'IESSAGER BY CATEGORIES & LOCALE 
C.ATEGORII!S LOCAL STATE NATIONAL I N'r:EBNATI ONAL IDEA EVEf.\!T TOTAL 
Cultural 6 6 6 
Crime 3~ 3f?: 3! 
Court 5 5 5 
Disaster llt 2 16 16 
Editorial 20 2 22 22 
Education 3 3 3 
Economi c 5i 10 2 6 lltr 17~ 
Features 69 
Fiction 4-5 
:!!,inane i al 6 12 18 18 
Government 7~- 18 7 10 l 122 32~ 
Human Int. 2 2 2 
Labor 1 3~ lt-:j,-2 4-1-2 
Military Aff . 6 21 4-8 18 57 75 
Obituary 9 9 9 
Politics 52 20 32 52 
Rel i g ious 3 3 3 
S cience 
Sports 53 9 10 52 62 
Soci a l ~Jelf. llt 6 5 6 19 25 
Society 12 12 5i 29* 29t 
'rOTAL lOlt 11~ 1881,_ 2 81~ 92 293~ 4-99~ 
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TABLE :XXIII 
NEilS AND FEATURE C Cli:-lTENT IN COLUl.'JN I NC:H:&S .APPEARING I N THE 
APRIL 27 , 1951 ISSUE OF LE HESSAGER BY C.1 TEGORY AND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL ll'J'fERNATI ONAL IDEA EVENT TOTAL 
Cultural 32 16 16 32 
Crime 5 5 5 
Court 5 3t gJ~ 2 g.l. 2 
Disaster 15t 15 2 32tt 32~ 
Editoria l 12 4 6 22 22 
Education 3 3 3 
Economic t~2 23 19 42 
Features 81 
Fiction 45 
Financial 
Government 6 6 3 9 12 
Hu.rnan Int. 15 5 10 15 
Labor 
Hili tary Aff. 1ot 4 :L 1 -2 4~ 47t 52 
Obituary 5 2 7 7 
Politics 14 15t 7 22t 29t 
Religious 20 12 8 20 
Science 8 14 22 22 
Sports 53 3lt 9 75t 8% 
Social Welf . 42 10 2 7 l+7 54 
Society 12~-
-
2 14k 14-tr 
TOT.AL 1431. 2 12~ 159 14ot 108?3- 347 581fJ-
TABLE :XXIV 
1i''EWS ..~-\1\fD FEATURE CONTEl'lT IN COLUBN INCHiiS .c'U:-'PEARING IN THE 
APRIL 28, 1951 ISSUE OF LE IviESSAGR.R BY CATIDORY .P.ND LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE lT TIONAL IN'l'l!.""'RN.A TI ONJ.U. IDEA EVEI\'T TOTAL 
Cultural 
Crime 4 4 
Court 5 4 1 8 9 
Disaster 1 12.1. 2 13ir 13B-
Editorial 22 22 22 
Education 6 6 6 
Economic 6 17 11 12 23 
Features 82 
Fiction 45 
Financial 2 3 5 5 
Government 19 9 10 19 
Ruman Int. 4 7 11 11 
Labor 5 F 5 -' · 
Military Aff . 1 3 4ot 44~ 44t 
Obituary 2 2 2 
Politics 25~ 9 13 21~ 34-~ 
Religious 26~ 19 7.1. 2 26~ 
Science 
Sports 3 38 7 34- 41 
Social Welf. 6 6 6 
Society g]_ _]_ 3i 12 21.1. ~ 33?-t 
TOTAL 56 5 83t 161 g4 2llt 432?3-
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TABLE llV 
1:\TEWS MID FEATURE CONTENT IN COLU1<1IN INCHES APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 30 , 1951 ISSUE OF LE IviTISSAGER BY CATEGORY MID LOCALE 
CATEGORIES LOCAL STATE NATIONAL I NTERNATIONAL IDEJ'"i. ~-rr 'I'OTAL 
Cultural 
Crime 
Court 6 6 r 0 
Disaster 1 5 6 6 
Editorial 10 12 22 22 
Education 1~2 42 42 
Economic 7 3 7 
Features 88 
Fiction 1~5 
Financial 4 13 5 12 17 
Gove rumen t 6 11 2 15 17 
Human Int . 9 12 21 21 
Labor 14 5 9 14 
Military .A:ff . 3 38 41 41 
Obituary 11 ll 11 
Politics 3B~- 6 12 32-~ 44~ 
Religious 20 23~ 18 25k 4Y~ 2 
Science 3 3 3 
Sports 8 45 53 61 
Soc ial I"J'elf . 5 5 5 
Society 13 26 11 
--22. 50 
'rOTAL 141 1601.. 2 109§- 76 335 51~4 
TABLE :XXVI 
11ill.ffiER OF PICTURES AND TOI'AL INCH.F.S APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 1951 ISSUES OF LE 100SAGER 
DATE NO. of PICTUR.ES TOTAL I NCHES 
April 2 6 139 
April 3 11 128 
April 4 8 11~3 
April 5 12 161 
April 6 11 169 
April 7 14 220 
April 9 5 73 
April 10 6 122 
April 11 12 168 
April 12 9 115 
April 13 9 130 
Apr il 14 5 61 
April 16 9 142 
April 17 9 96 
April 18 10 110 
April 19 9 77 
April 20 6 75 
April 21 4 43 
April 23 11 101 
April 24 4 35 
April 25 5 57 
April 26 7 73 
April 27 7 100 
April 28 4 28 
April 30 7 97 
TOI'AL 200 2663 
AVER..4.GE/DAY 106.5 
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DATE 
April 2 
April 3 
April 4 
April 5 
April 6 
April 7 
April 9 
April 10 
April 11 
April 12 
April 13 
April llt 
April 16 
April 17 
April 18 
April 19 
April 20 
April 21 
h.pri1 23 
April 24 
April 25 
April 26 
April 27 
April 28 
April 30 
TOTAL 
PERCEf.lfr~ GE 
TABLE XX.VII 
TOI'AL NEHS CONTENT BY LOCALE APPEARING I N THE 
APRIL 1951 ISSUES OF LE MESSAGER 
LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL 
156 25 101~ 166t 
109 8 181 28~ 
127 4 1. l£~0 137 92 
106 155! 11ot 
96 16 ll+2 16l+t 
105 37 ll7t 95t 
150t 13 l5lt 161t 
125 70 255 
61 5 197 120 
105 2ot 280 97~-
96 31 196 11lt 
8% 31 116 1051t 
99~- 16 122 163t 
159~ 381- 91 l4lt 2 
81 13[~ 266 2lt6~ 2 
5~ 13 118~ 11lt£. 
32~ 12t l69iJ 78t 
lt7 29! 190 922 
99 5?3 2oot,. 
"" 
175 
111~ 15 122tr 165t 127~ 13~ 103 128 
10lt 112 188~ 812. 2 1l+3~ 12t 159~- 11tot 
56 5 83-L 2 161 
1lt1 16o?z 109t 
2579-~ lt22 2865i\t 361l+t 
27 ~~ 5% 30 % 38% 
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TOTAL 
TABLE XXVIII 
TOTAL IDEA AND EVENT NEVIS CONTENT AP:PEARTIJG I N THE 
APRIL 1951 ISSUES OF LE MESSAGER 
DA:TE IDEA EV:BNT 
April 2 106 423 
April 3 232 356~ 
April 4 98 4o5~ 
J~pril 5 123 248~ if April 6 71 3492 
April 7 12o1~ 234-t 2 
April 9 162 317 
April 10 97~ 352~· 
April ll 106 277 
April 12 1~3 350 
April 13 1 5 292 
April 14 97 240 
April 16 91 310 
pril 17 118~ 3151 
April 18 159 448 
April 19 73~ 229 
Apr il 20 82 211 
April 21 107 252 
April 23 92 288 
April 24 821. 2 332 
April 25 72 300 
pril 26 92 293i 
pril 27 1o8:L 2 347 
April 28 94 2lli 
April 30 76 335 
2759 
PERCN\fTAGE 26 a!. 
... fJ 
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TABLE XX:IX 
TOTAL .E'JS AND FEA.TlJRE-FICTION CONTENT AP EA..TUNG I N THE 
. :tUL 1951 I SSUES OF LE M:ESSAGl!iR 
lJ T NEl S FEATURE-FICTION 
April 2 529 114 
pril 3 588 125 
April 4 503~ 119 
pril 5 371~ 127 
April 6 420~ 150 
April 7 255 132 
April 9 479 103 
pril 10 450 148 
April 11 383 107 
' pril 12 503 105 
April 13 437 160fr ·~ April 14 337 123 
pril 16 401 123 
April 17 434 149 
April 18 607 170 
April 19 302l 2 119 
J pril 20 293 128 
April 21 359 116 
pril 23 48o 135 
pril 24 414~ 126 2 
Apr il 25 372 118 
April 26 385-~ 114 
April 27 455~ 126 
April 28 305t 127 
April 30 411 133 
TOTAL 1tJ477 3197~ 
ERCl<.l'JTAGE 76 ·7 ~~ 23 ·3 ~b 
DATE 
April 2 
April 3 
April 4 
April 5 
April 6 
April 7 
April 9 
i">.pril 10 
April 11 
April 12 
April 13 
April 14 
April 16 
April 17 
.April 1 8 
April 19 
Apr il 20 
April 21 
April 23 
April 24 
April 25 
April 26 
April 27 
April 28 
Apr il 30 
TOTAL 
PERCENTAGE 
TABLE XXX 
TOTAL EDITORIAL CON'rEI:-JT BY LOCALE .APPEARING IN THE 
APRIL 1951 ISSUES OF LE MJ.!SS.AG:ER 
LOCAL STATE NATIONAL INTERN TIOl,T.AL 
16 6 
10 10 4 
6 16 
19 3 
16 6 
l.j.. 8 2 8 
15 7 
4 3 17 
24 
10 14 
6 10 6 
11 4 22 7 
4 4 7 6 
9 4 8 
9 3 5 4 
11 10 
6 3 9 3 
7 23 10 
6 9 6 
10 6 24 
17 5 
20 2 
12 4 6 
22 
10 12 
210 91 151 
35 % 15.2% 25-2% 24 . 6% 
7B 
DATE 
April 2 
April 3 
April 4 
April 5 
April 6 
April 7 
April 9 
Apr il 10 
April 11 
April 12 
April 13 
April 14 
April 16 
April 17 
April 18 
April 19 
April 20 
April 21 
April 23 
Apri l 24 
April 25 
April 26 
pril 27 
April 28 
April 30 
TOTAL 
TABLE XXXI 
TOTAL NEWS CONTENT BY CATIDORHS APPEARING I N THE 
APRIL 1951 ISSU".&S OF LE MESSAGER 
CULTURAL CRIME COURT DISASTER EDUCATIO ~ 
6 22 11 9 713 
2~ 17~ 16t r~ 3 15?3- 4 ~ 6 72 8 3 2712; 31 32 
18?3- 12 
14 7 ~l 4o ? 2 
813 ~ 6 20 20 22 
26 172. ll;l 5~ 1 2 61_ 2 7 5??: 2 
7 8 7 13-l_ 2 4 
33 8 18 9 8 11 2~ 33 
15 7 8 201,_ 6 2 4;!-- 7 y~ 11 6 2 
17 5 6 4112; 
12 3 19 2 
3 11 2 
25~ 3 29 8)c 2 12~- 4 1915- 10 
241: ,<r 2 2 3 lb~ 1 
2 12 8 7 6 3??: 5 16 3 
32 5 8.1. 32.1. 3 2 2 4 9 13t 6 
6 6 42 
257i 420 266~ 
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:OOONOMIC 
10 
33 
27 
14 
1412; 
32 
7~ 
15~-
16 
18 
24 
28 
6L 
34k 
32 
14 
10 
16 
15i-., 
21~-
8 
17t 
42 
23 
7 
DATE 
April 2 
April 3 
April 4 
April 5 
April 6 
April 7 
April 9 
April 10 
April 11 
April 12 
April 13 
pril 14 
April 16 
April 17 
.April 18 
April 19 
April 20 
April 21 
April 23 
April 24 
pril 25 
April 26 
April 27 
April 28 
April 30 
TOTAL 
TABLE XXXII 
'I'OTAL NEifS CONT:BliT BY CATEGORIES APPEARING IN TEE 
APRIL 1951 IS~'U:EB OF LE ·!l:ESSAGER 
FINANCIAL GOV'T IIUMAN INT. LABOR MILI'l'.ARY 
24 62 8 56 
11 6o 31 1111_ 2 
15 27 4o 12~ 41 
11~ 29 7 45h_ 
"' 
2 
21 12t 35 2 92~ 
8 16 23 13~ 43 
20-?3- 16 7 49.1_ 
8 21 36 4 94
2 
11 2 19~ 1~9~ 
11 34t lj-5~ 14 5 9~ 
9 5o-?3 16 3 57 
9 18 9 5 22 
l.~ 33 34~ 
' l 69 24~ 35 1&;a 
5 32 37~- 13 75 
2 17~ 44 9~ 28 
2 52 46 30 6l 21 6 3~ 33 82 49~ 25 14i 63;)_  ·~ 2 23 37ft 26 2 55iz 
8 32~ 7 7+s ·~ 88 18 32t 2 4J,_ 2 75 12 15 52 
5 19 ll 5 44.;:'-
"' 17 17 21 14 46-
229~ 1376 
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OBITUARY 
24-
3 
10 
7 
16ft 
7 
16 
28 
7 
15 
10 
26 
36 
6 
13il5 ~~ 
10 
14 
231-
25 
3~-
9 
7 
2 
11 
330 
DATE 
Apr i l 2 
April 3 
.April 4-
April 5 
.April 6 
Ayr il 7 
April 9 
April 10 
April 11 
Ayril 12 
April 13 
April 14 
April 16 
April 17 
April H~ 
April 19 
April 20 
April 21 
April 23 
April 24-
April 25 
April 26 
April 27 
April 23 
April 30 
TOTAL 
TABLE :XXX:III 
'l'ar.AL NFNS C 01-JTENT BY C.ATEGOHII!S A.t?PEARING IN THE 
A..iJRI L 1951 ISSUJJS OF LE Ml!SSAGER 
POLITICS RELICHOUS SCI ENCE SPORTS SOC .WELF . 
4- 1 8 1. 27 238 7z 77~ 67?3 63~ 16~ 
13 17 12 64 16i 
56 15ra 36 36 6 2 
25! 7 12 so 34-l--2 
20 12~ 12 57 9t 
37-k 92l.. 7t 55 46 2 
1. 8i!?; 24- 4-1 5 2lz-
123 3 6 4-9~ 16§-
81 26 57ra 39 
77 14- 5 72·1.-2 
37 4 53i 13 
71 16 2 65 1~ 
71 4-o 56~ 6 
178 13 9 3% 10 4-lP-- 1~ 18~ 10?3 12 ? 83~ 9~ 15 
58 4-8 27 4-7 _;1.· 4-1 4-o 46t 2 
39?1 14-~ 26t 25 
58 6 36 39~ 
52 3 62 25 
29~- 20 22 84-.l. 54 2 34-~ r ] 41 6 2o2 
4-4-tt 4-31.. 3 61 5 2 
138% 2 533 l4-of.3 4-99 
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SOCIEI'Y 
4-5?J 
29 
5~ 
17 
15 
13 
4-4-
58 
35 
38;~ 
9 
14 
23 
32 
59 
23 
8 
20 
38~ 
r 310 <~ 
27 
2% 14-~ 
33?1 
50 
'l'ABLE :XXXIV 
CATIDORIES R.'\liJ"KlNG BY TOTAL NmlBER OF COLUl\;lN lliJ"CI-IES .AtJD PEROJT.h.GE 
OF THE TOTAL NEWS CONTENT APPEARING TiiJ" THE 
APRIL 1951 ISSUE3 OF LE ~ii:ESSAGER 
RAl.\!1{ C-.TEGORI:ES TO'l:AL INCHES PERCENTAGE 
1 Politi cs 1384)a 14.09 % 
2 Military 1376 14.oo % 
3 Sports 1302)._-2 1).25 % 
4 Society 758 7 ·71 ~~ 
5 Government 749t 7·63 % 
6 Human Interest 605 6 .16 % 
7 Religious 533 5.42 ~6 
8 Social Welfare 499 5 .o8 ~b 
9 Economic 487 4 ·96 ~~ 
10 Disaster 420 4.28 ~~ 
11 Obituary 330 3 ·36 % 
12 Education 2~6t 2 ·71 ~b 
13 Cultural 257t 2 .62 5~ 
14 Financial 229fa 2.34 % 
15 Court 194 1.98% 
16 Crime 150?3- 1·53 7~ 
17 Labor 142-t- 1 .45 7& 
18 Science 140~ 1.43 l; 
TOTAL 100 .oo ~~ 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Analyzing the picture content, we find in Table XXVI that 200 
pictures appeared during the 25 weekdays in April, and that 2,665 inches 
vre:re devoted to ne\'lS and feature photog raphs. This does not include the 
photos which r appeared in the advertisements. i'/e arrive at an average of' 
eight pictures a day during the month of April, covering an average of 
106~ inches daily. 
The total amount of nevTS content by locale is indicated in 
'!'able XXVII. More international news appeared in LE MESSAGE!\ than any 
other type of ne\'/S during the month of April, as it consisted of 58?~ 
of the entire ne\'lS content Hi th 5 ,6l.lJt column inches. National news 
ranked \·ri th 2,86,7~ column inches making up 50% of the total nei't'S content. 
Another 27% of the ne\ts was devoted to local events, vrhich v:ere given 
2,579-f:!- column inches. State neHs constituted only 5~~ of the total ne\'rs 
content 'l"ti th 422 column inches. 
As regards idea and event, Table XXVIII shovts that 74% of the 
news, or 7,81&~- column inches, dealt with event news, 'I"Thile 26% of the 
nev;s, or 2, 759 column inches, \'rere idea news. This indicates that almost 
three-quarters of the news content simply recorded happenings and events, 
\'lhile about one-quarter of the ne\·rs represented thoughts and ideas about 
the happenings and events. 
To distinguish bet\'leen the news and feature-fiction content, 
Table XXIX indicates that 76.7% of the editorial content \·tas news, and 
23 .37~ was feature-fiction. There vrere 10,477 column inches devoted to 
news, and ,3,19!~ column inches given over to feature-fiction. 
The editorial column dealt mostly with local issues during the 
month of April, as we find in Table XXX that .35% of the total amount of 
inches used by editorials applied to local issues, 11 i th a total of 210 
column inches. National issues were second with 151 column inches, or 
25.2% of the total amount. Editorials on international issues covered 
24.6%, or 148 column inches, while only 91 column inches made up 15.2% 
of state issues from the editorial viewpoint. 
Tables XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII sho\'r the news content appearing daily 
by individual categories throughout the month. Table XXXIV ranks these 
categories by the1r promJ.nence in regards to their total amotmt of 
column inches and percentage of the total news content over that period. 
Politics ranks first with 1,.384t column inches, comprisin~ 14.09% 
of the total news content in that month. rfilitary affairs runs a close 
second l'Ti th 1,376 column inches, making up 14% of the total picture. 
Sports is right up vli th politics and military affairs as its 1 , .302t inche 
cover 13.25% of ne\·ts space. Then there is a sharp drop to 7. 71%, or 758 
column inches, devoted to society news. Goverrrnent ne\·ts is next \'Ti th 
749t column inches, representing 7.6?% of the editorial content. 
Hwaan interest is in 6th place with 605 column inches, or 6.16% 
of the total inches. Some 5.3.3 column inches are devoted to reli gious 
ne;-rs, \'lhich represents 5.42~b of the total amount. The next category is 
social \'felfare, ranking in 8th place \'lith 499 column inches, or 5 .08%. 
Economic nevts take up 487 column inches, \'Thich is 4.965~ of the total. 
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Nevts of disaster take no more than 420 column inches, making up l~.28~~ of' 
the entire space. 
Obituary ne\·ts are given );50 column inches, and represent ) .)65~ 
of' the total a~ount of' news in the montl1 of April. Another 2.71% of' the 
nev1s space is devoted to education, 'tThich has 266k- column inches. Cul tu-2 
ral ne1rrs make up 2.62% of the total with 257! column inches. Some 229t 
column inches are taken up by f inancial ne\"IS, vlhich represents 2 .)4%. 
Court ne\"IB cover 194 column inches, or 1.98% of' the nev-1s space. 
Only 15odz- column inches are given to crime ne\-IS ,.,rhich ranks in 16th place 
making up just 1.5;5:?'~ of' the \·Thole news content. Labor ne"Vrs comes next 
'1-Tith 14~ colurm1 inches, or 1.45~~ - The last ranking category is science 
with 14%- column inches, representing 1.4)% of the news space. 
Thus it can be deduced from this content analysis that politics, 
military affairs, and sports rank high in news coverage, while cri::ne and 
court are minimized in importance in LE MESSAGER . Society and religious 
ne"VTS are also given considerable coverage. 
The reader of LE 1•1ESSAGER is exposed to more international ne\'I'S 
than any other, but he does find 27% of all the news to be of a local 
nature. About 75% of the news presented to him simply record facts and 
events, 'trhile the remainder transmits thoughts and ideas to him about 
the events and occurrences. 
The reader who will be primarily interested in news will find 
that about three-quarters of the reading content is news, and the reader 
1rrho desires feature material and fiction will be more than satisfied as 
nearly one-quarter of the editorial space \dll provide just that. 
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FOOTNOTES 
~ 1 Maximilienne Tetrault, Le R8le de la Frease dans 1 1Evolution 
du Peuple Franco-Americain de~ N;uveile~gleterre ( ~~raeille: Ferran, 
1935)' p. 61. 
2 I bid., p. 64. 
3 Ibid., p. 65. 
4 Robert E. Park, The Irmni,grant Press and Ita Control (new York: 
Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1922), p. 162. 
5 Abbe T.-A. Chando1~et, Notre Dame des Canadians et les ~~~~~ 
des Etats-Unis, (~funtreal: 1872). 
1872. 
6 Editorial in L1Entendard National de Worcester (Mass.), July 25 
7 Tetrault, QE· cit., p. 83. 
8 Ibid., p. 88 . 
9 Le Fra...'l'lco-Americain (\~aterville, Maine), February 7, 1935· 
10 Loc. cit. 
11 Editorial in La Justice (Holyoke, l4ass.), January 31, 1935 . 
12 A. Belisle, Histoire de la Presse Fran~-Americaine (1911). 
13 R.J . Lawton and J.H. Burgess, Franco Americans of the State 
OF Maine and Their Achievements (Lewiston, ~~ine: H.F . Roy, 1915), p. 191 
14 Belisle, loc. cit. 
15 La\'l'ton and Burgess, loc. cit. 
16 Editorial in Le r·1esaager, February 15, 1951. 
17 Park, QE• cit., p. 367. 
18 Sixty-sixth Congress, Senate Document No. 62 , Bre\'ring and 
Liquor Interests and German and Bolshevik Propaganda (Report and Hearings 
of the Subcommittee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, Vol. 1, 
quoted remarks of Percy Andrea), p. 953· 
19 R.P. Fran_9ois M. Droufun, o.p., Vers ~ Joun1alisme d 1 Idee 
(Editorial in Le Massager), February 23, 1951. 
20nrouin, op. cit., February24, 1951. 
21 Rober·!:. \v . Neal, Editorials and Editorial \'/ri ting (Springfield , 
lv1ass.: Home Correspondence Inc., 1921), quoted from introduction by 
Henry J. Haskell. 
22 Chilton R. Bush, Editorial Thinking and Vfriting ( New York: 
D. Appleton and Company, 1932), p. 1. 
23 Lyle M. Spencer, Editorial Writing (Boston: Houghton vlifflin 
Company, 1924), p. 16. 
24 Editorial in Le Messager, February 21, 1951. 
25 Ibid., February 26, 1951. 
26 Loc. cit. 
27 Loc. cit. 
28 Ibid., Y~rch 17, 1951. 
29 Loc. cit . 
30 Ibid., March 7, 1951. 
31 Ibid., February 9, 1951. 
32 Loc. cit. 
33 Ibid., March 29, 1951 . 
34 Ibid., May 9, 1951. 
35 Loc. cit. 
36 Loc. cit. 
37 Ibid., Harch 23, 1951. 
58 Ibid., April 28, 1951. 
59 Ibid., March 50, 1951. 
4o Ibid., April 16, 1951. 
41 Loc. cit. 
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